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40 Credit Increase Pending
.

.

.

by Robert Stntaktn

D1scuss1on continued on the problem of the 40 credit
limit as Frank Esposito , Chairman of the College Curriculum Committee , formed two subcommittees to
study the effects of the increase in the 40 credit limit on
the school and the stud t
t th N
b
d
.
en s a
e
ovem er 2 n
meeting.
portunity to attend graudate
The first committee will probe
into the question of, what is the
pos~ible impact on the upward
change in the current policy on
departments who offer large
number of courses normally
take n by students as Free Electives? The second committee will
look into the question of, does
current policy lim[t student op-

school or seek employment?
Milena Milich , a junior
transfer student majoring in
Man age men t
Science
commented that she chose Kean
because of the Management
Science Department. She added
"t he company I work for want;
me to take as many courses in
business that I can. The 40 credit

hours limits me and severely
hampers me." She also added "I
am .now looking for a n~w
collegeasaresultofthispolicy."
Student opin_i o~ i~dicate~ t~at
the 40 credit lim1! 1s penalizing
them and preventing them from
getting an education which will
prepare them for the job market.
Mark Boguse , a recent English
graduate, felt that the whole
point of education is contradicted if someone wants to
take 50 credits to better them at
their job and you tell them they
can't. He added, " the whole
point of education is to
(Continued on back paKe)
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Kean Th.eatre Gets A -Facelift
by Robert Kern
The Little Theater, located in
the Campus Center by the Front
Lounge , is undergoing
renovations.
" The why is simple," said
Robert Freedman, Supervisor of
the Performing Arts Facilities,
" The theater cannot be used in
the condition it existed for any
kind of performing arts purposes ... It was underequi pped in
terms of sound equipment, lighting
equipment ,
visual
appearance of the facility. "
So the theater is getting a
facelift including permanent
seating,
acoustical
improvements and better film

. .. with a touch of glass

Photo by Magda Ga/is-Menendez

Despite a limited budget, the renovations will make the Little Theatre

ple.asant and enjoyable.
Kortjohn sees the Little
Theater as necessary as a back-up
to the Theater of Performing
Arts. "The big theater is really
overcrowded with potential
programs. Obviously only one ·
program at a time can take place
over there, but I am sure that
the re are many more requests.
Now some of that overflow will
have to come to the little
theater."
Reservations are being taken
from groups oo campus for use
of the Little Theater in the Spring
Semester when the alterations
are finished .
" I get worried," said Freedman, " when I hear people say
that it is going to be one of the
most beautiful facilities. We have
a limited budget and we did what
we could with this budget , it's
going to be fine and adequate.
But I would like to avoid those

by Ba;bara Schwartz

Physical Therapy , a new tour-year program proposed
to start September of 1977, was approved at a meet ing of
the Faculty Senate . Graduates of this program would
receive a Bachelor o f Science degree.

Settings for these experiences
will be the College of Medicine
and Dentistry of New Jersey,
J

.

WD Proposal Creates
Campus Controversy
"We are not satisfied with this resolution ,"
commented Buz Whelan, President of Student
Organization as he reported to the Student Council on
the decision of the Academic Standards Committee. The
committee was charged by the Faculty Senate to study
the problem of the Student Withdrawal Policy and make
recommendations to effect a change . Their recommendation was approved by the Faculty Senate at their meeting on ·November 9th.
the transcript as WD. Whelan

New Physical Therap_v
Program Approved

This new major will consist of
three parts. First, 2 years of
general courses, or preprofessional study, in the basic sciences
and liberal arts. Second, 2 years
of professional study including
upper level courses in the
sciences. and insight into clinical
aspects. Third, a 3 month clinical
training period. This will include
the care of both ambulatory and
hospitalized patients.
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by Robert Siniakin

facilities.
"We're doing an entire project ·
within the scope of the budget
that we have which is about
$35,000.00," said freedman.
" One of our first considerations
was how to make the room
acceptable esthetically keeping
in mind what you want to
achieve technically. Those two
things I see as going together, as
a total concept. So my goal is to
put those two things together in
the most feasible way."
Marlon Kortjohn , Director of
Student Activities, mentioned
who would use the facilities,
" We would like the primary use
of it to be by basically student
groups. . .Specifically. . .we
would like our regular Monday
night Jazz Jam Session and the
Wednesday films. We'd like to
have CCB plan a suitable drama
pr:Jduction. "
Kortjohn
went on to
enumerate
the
Music
department recitals and the
chorale society as potential users
of the Little Theater.

¼

Dr. Fr_ank Esposito, Chairman of the CCC, formed two subcommittees to study the effects of an increased credit limit.
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Hell Week ends ...

~

Martland Medical Center, and
various community health care
agencies. During this period,
students will be working with
nurses, medical students, and
other medical personnel to experience being part of a health
care team.
Courses will be held at both
the campuses of Kean and
CDMNJ and will be determined
by the students schedule and
a vai la bi I ity
of
laboratory
facilities. Lab facilities at Kean
wil I be those of the Occupational
Therapy program .

According to Whelan, the
Academic Standards Committee
passed a resolution that will
eliminate the recording of the
grade of WD (withdrawal pa.sing) on transcriptsuptothefifth
week in the fall semester and up
to the sixth week in the spring
semester tor a course which a
• 9Ji fh8 lfifS lfthE

superlative terms. It's going to be
a good, solid theater space,
pleasant to walk into and enjoy
and that's exactly what I want out
of it."

period a student will be able to
receive a SO per cent refund of
his tuition on courses which he
drops. Courses dropped after
this period will be recorded on

added, "we want all withdrawal
grades off the transcripts when it
is sent out to other colleges and
to employers." He a/so added
"we hav• s.uned ~ b u . ~
not .as much as we want.'
Any proposal must be approved to become Kean College
policy. The resolution goes first
..

,..,_.,, ...,.,_,_ , ~ ,hwr~r

decision. If approved it is then
submitted to the Board of
Trustees for their approval or
disapproval.
(Continued on back paKe)

Accident Mars Hazing Activities
plate glass door in the College
Center cafeteria last Friday afternoon during hazing activities . ·
According to the Nu Delta Pi
brothers, the accident occurred
when Dumbar was participating
in turnaround, where the
pledges bust the brothers. He
was running outside after some
brothers. As Dumbar reached for
the handle on the door he
missed it and his hand went right
through the pl_a te glass.
Aaron Watkins, a Pi brother
put a jacket on Dumbar and too k
him to the hospital where he
received 14 stitches in his hand
• and 13 stitches in his arm. Within
minutes of arriving at the hospital 15 concerned Pi brothers
were waiting for Dumbar to be
released.
New Jersey Law states that as of
December 28, 1971 all glass that is
replaced in doorways and exits
must be safety glass. The law did
not require existing glass be
replaced by safety glass.
Armand Brilliante, Director of
the
Physical
Plant and
.Maintenance, commented, "the
glass in the door will cost $119 to
replace compared to plate glass
which costs only $60. He added
that Kean spent about $8,000 to
put lexan (unbreakable glass) in
the computer area in Campus
School South . He also added,
that lexan costs about twice as
much as does plate glass.
Dumbar said, "I think the
Photo by St eve Scheiner
school is very negligent because
Safety glass will replace plate glass shattered last Friday.
the glass wasn't safety glass."

by Robert Siniakin

Jeff Dumbar, a Nu Delta Pi
pledge was rushed to Union

Memorial Hospital where he
received 1:7 stiches when his
hand accidently went through a

-
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Bilingual Teachers Must
Pass Proficiency Exam
C h a n c ellor
of
Hi g her
Education Ralph A . Dungan and
Commissioner of Education Fred
G. Burke have announ ced that
Langua ge Proficiency Interview
Centers opened on October 25 ,
1976 . Under new certification requi re ments o f the State
Department of Education , all
current and future teachers of
bilingual education and English
as a Second Language (ESL) must
pa ss a language proficiency examination to obtain permanent
certification . Currently
employed teachers must take the
examination by August 31 , 1977,
but have until August, 1978, to
meet t he language proficiency
levels required by the State
Department of Education . further information about the requi red levels and other certi fication deta.ils may be obtained from the Bureau of
Teacher
Education
and
Academic Credentials or any
County Office of Education in
New Jersey.
In order to provide adequate
geographical availability of interview sites, seven colleges and

Research Awards
The National Research Council (NRC) announces the
Research Associateship Programs for 1977. These programs
provide scientists and engineers
with opportunities for postdoctoral research on problems in
many fields of Atmospheric &
.Earth Sciences - Chemistry Engineering - Environmental
Sciences - Life Sciences Mathematics - Physics - and
Space Sciences.
The NRC administers the
Research Associateship
Programs on behalf of and in
cooperation with selected
federal research organizations,
which have laboratories at about
80 geographic locations in the
United States.
Appointments are awarded on
a competitive basis. The
competition is open to recent
recipients of the doctorate and
in some cases to senior investigators. Some programs are
open to non-U.S. citizens also .
Approximately 250 to 300 new
awards will be made in 1977.
Stipends (subject to income tax)
will range from $15 ,000 upwards.
Grants will be provided for
family relocation and for professional travel during tenure .
Postmark deadline for applications is January 15, 1977.
Awards will be announced in
April, , .
.
,, .
further i nfpr,:nation concerning application materials and
specific qrOpportunities for
research is available from the Associateship Office , JH 606-P,
National Research Council, 2101
Constitution
Avenue, N .W. ,
Washington , D .C. 20418.

universit ies have agreed to serve
as interview centers. Teachers
wishing to schedule a language
proficiency interview should
contact the coordinator at the
most convenient campus . A
coordinator at Kean is Mrs.
JoAnn Sainz, Educational Arts
and Systems, Kean College of N .J., Union, N .J. 07083, 201/5272011 .
The campus coordinator will
schedule an interview and mail
the candidate a bulletin describing the examination and rating levels. The fee of $20 must be
paid at the time of the interview.
The interview itself, conducted
by interviewers specially trained
by Educational Testing Service
(ETS) , provides an opportunity
for the candidate to demonstrate
the highest level of proficiency
of which he or she is capable in
the language being tested . The
interview procedures and rating
scales have been deVF~loped by
ETS and are based on similar
language interview programs
no w used in Peace Corps
training . The taped transcripts of
- each interview are sentto ETS for
evaluation by expert raters, and
score reports are returned to the
candidate in approximately one
month :
The use of these interview and
rating procedures will assure a
uniformly high quality of
language proficiency as New
Jersey schools implemer:it the
provisions of the State's Bilingual
Education Act, which mandates
instruction in a native language
when districts have groups of
students whose native language
is other than English.

VE Is The Site Of Art Exhibit
by Robert Kern
Through November 24 the
Kean College Art Gallery will
present " Local Limners ," an
original exhibition of art crafted
by North Jersey folk artists in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The exhibition , organized
by Dr. Alan Wallach with Professor Zara Cohan, curator of the
College Art Gallery, and the
College's museum training class,
comprises works from public and private collections and in"
eludes paintings by such well
known folk artists as Micah
Williams and Henry Gulick as
well as a host of anonymous
works .
" Certain types of art - Chinese
bronzes, for example, or Persian
miniatures - require a specialist's
learning or an undefatigable passion. American fo1k art," according to Wallach , " by contrast,
is informal, entirely w ithout
pretension , and demands little
more than an open minded
willingness to forego realist
convention - or so it would
appear. But appearances, we
know , can be deceptive.
Another look around the exhibition should be enough to
convince that something alien
and slightly disconcerting lurks
beneath the homespun surfaces."
According to Dr. Wallach,
limner is an old word for painter
that was usually applied to both
amateurs and professionals who
had little or no formal artistic
training. Dr. Wallach states that
the exhibition was selected from
an unexpectedly large number
of works. " The high quality of

This example of ink and water on paper, done by an anonymous artist, is on display through Nov. 24.
the exhibition reflects the
tremendous wealth of talent that
spontaneously flourished in the
farming communities and small
industrial towns of northern
New Jersey."
Professor Cohan stated that
the exhibit took almost a year of

planning and searching to reach
reality.
for further information contact Zara Cohan, gallery director .
The gallery is located on the
ground floor of Vaughn-Eames,
telephone 527-2307.

Facts to Acquaint Population

November Is Epire·p sy Month
Goyernor Brendan Byrne has signed a proclamation

trol seizures effectively in at least
70 per cent of patients enabling
them to live normal and productive lives.
" Through the New Jersey
Chapter of the Epilepsy foundation of America , located in
The
signing
of
the Intermediate YMCA Starlettes
Metuchen , much is being done
proclamation was highlighted Gymnastics group.
to help residents of New Jersey
David F. Trogler, President of
Imagine the loneliness and
with the attendance of Susan
know more about epilepsy. Our
social isolation you might feel if
Berge, 1976-77 National Poster the New Jersey Chapter/ EfA , anChapter has speakers , films and
nounced that this year New
Child of the Epilepsy Foundation
programs available to public , · you were mentally retarded,
epileptic, cerebral palsied or had
of America . Suzy, a resident of
Jersey is again joining in the
private and professional school s,
some related neurological
national
observance
of
Sussex , N .J., is the daughter of
clubs and organizations , first-aid
November as Epilepsy Month .
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Berge , and
disorder.
squads and we also distribute
A handicapped person is waitwas 1975 Poster Child for the
Trogler said, " Knowledge is
educational and information
ing for someone just like you to
New Jersey Chapter of the
the key to creating a better
literature. The office serves as a
be a friend ; to visit with and talk
Epilepsy foundation of America .
understanding
about
this
referral agency for persons with
to and to share their leisure
neurological disorder and that
epilepsy and their families.
hours and feelings in a special
after more than 200 years of in" Epilepsy Month in November
Suzy was accompanied on her
way .
,
difference and neglect, we are
is the time when the Epilepsy
visit to Trenton by the 7th grade
Citizen Advocates are doing
finally beginning to deal with
foundation of America and its
class of the Sussex " Ch'ristian
just this and the . Advocacy
epilepsy as a national problem of
thousands of volunteers · across
School, Sussex, N.J. of which she
concept is growing from day to
major significance. This year
the nation , including the New
is a member. She is an outstanday in New Jersey. At the present
Epilepsy Month has special
Jersey Chapter, strives to get its
ding athlete excelling in gymnastime , there are Citizen Advocacy
significance because of the esmessage before the public ,
tics and has played first base on
Programs in Essex , Union,
tablishment last Spring of the
correct the social and emotional
the Little League Boys Baseball in
Somerset , Cumberland ,
National Commissiori on the
connotations which devastate
her hometown . She is a member
Burlington and Mercer counties.
control of Epilepsy and its conseand doom many of the estimated
of the Montclair (N.J . )
College students are the best
quences. It is the first major step
four million Americans who
source of volunteers . Many
on the part of the Federal
have Epilepsy to a world of
students like the idea of comGovernment toward a concerted
loneliness.
bining their knowledge with the
attack against the disorder. We
" Because of medical and social
practical experience of helping
are especially proud that Dr.
advances, more epilepsy victims
Richard Masland, former conthan ever can lead normal lives, another fellow human being.
Visiting your protege (menThe disposer, called Hector
sultant with the consultation sersaid Trogler. We want the
tally retarded person) is arranged
Eastein, received 23 votes and
vice for Neurological Diseases at
residents of New Jersey to know
(weekly-bi-monthly) by mutual
finished 11th in the balloting for
the New Jersey Neuropsychiathat their fellow citizens with
agreement between the adtric Institute in Princeton , has
15 assembly seats after collecting
Epilepsy, who number about
been appointed Executive Directhe required number of
100,000, have a contribution to vocate and pr6tege. As a citizen
signatures for his nomination. tor of the Commission .
make in the Garden State. We advocate, you can help by sharing your expertise in day to day
Incumbent student assembly of" Epilepsy is one of the most
look to the day when the person
living and expose a protege to
ficials didn 't get the joke, misunderstood
disorders
with Epilepsy is hired, or released
new activities. Using public
however, and promptly nixed
prevalent in our society," ac- · on merit, and nothing else. We
transportation , or a telephone ,
Eastein
and
named
a cording to Trogler, " with an eslook to the time when a child
replacement of the human pertimated one out of fifty inwith Epilepsy is fully accepted at or a checking account, going
shopping or keeping a neat
suasion .
dividuals having some form of
school and in his own
A spokesman for Hector's epilepsy. Epilepsy is not a disease
neighborhood. And that's the appearance are only a few things
which may be new to a protege.
political sponsor, the Zeta Psi
but it is a symptom of a
main aim of Epilepsy' Month ."
Advocates receive orientation
fraternity, said Hector could
neurological disorder which
For more information about
probably not have attended
manifests itself in the form of a
Epilepsy and New Jersey Chapter and training at their own
Monday night · assembly
seizure . Although seizures may
activities, contact the Chapter convenience to work with hanmeetings anyway · because he's sometimes be startling and
Office at 150 Main Street, P.O . dicapped persons .
For further information about
usually busy chomping the
dramatic in nature, modern
Box 364, Metuchen, N.J. 08840,
Citizen Advocacy, call 322-2240.
house's trash .
medicines and treatments contelephone 201-548-4610.

confirming that November is Epilepsy Month in New
Jersey. The purpose of the proclamation is to urge the
population of the state to become better acquainted
with the facts about epilepsy, and to encourage a more
enlightened attitude about the disorder.

Voters Elect Garbage
To Student Government
(CPS)-Students at Syracuse
Un iversity have elected a garbage disposer to their student
assembly .
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Handicapped
Need Friends
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by Haigh t Ashburry

D id yo u know t hat there is a
place to go w here you ca n find
out any and al l infor ma t ion
abo ut drugs and any rela ted
topic ? No t ju st the government
information , bu t ALL information . .. my friends , you are
about to be introduced to
STASH .
Before that, I must bring an important bit of news to the attention of all. Another great first for
dopers everywhere!
A Massachusetts district court
judge has obtained permission
to snort cocaine after he requested to try the dr.ug first
hand. A New York doctor agreed
to allow him to try coke in " a
controlled hospital setting " after
Judge Elwood S. McKenny said
that he would not rule on a case
involving cocaine possession until he had tried it. Lawyers for the
defendant have asked that the
charges be dismissed on the
grou nd that cocaine is a "harm I es s,
nonaddictive ,
recreational drug. "
So, let's give three cheers for
Judge
McKenny's landmark
decision.
Now back to ST ASH , they are
Leif Zerkin and Jim Gamage.
They were unable to find a
reliable or accurate source of
drug information . Jim and Leif, in
1967 after discovering that the
American Medical Association
and the government were the
only prominent sources, " both
of whom were lying, " organized
STASH (the Student Association
for the Study of Halluci'onogen s) .
Based in downtown Madison,
Wisconsin , STASH is called the
best drug information center in
the country . They stock a library
of over 700 books relating to
psychoactive drugs while their
files contain 40,000 reprinted articles of drug literature.
The idea for ST ASH came
about when Jim and -Leif were
doing some research in
medical library and came across
alot of information about drugs
that interested them . " It was
completely different than what
Life magazine was saying," Jim
added. It was then that they
began to collect drug literature
and reprint it in newsletter, journal and book form .
STASH ,
a
nonprofit
organization , is self-sufficient
trrough subscriptions and
membership fees. They manage
to
put out
numerous
publications. Capsules is a mon-

thly fo cus on 150-200 rece ntly
p u blished drug abuse and pharmaceutical d ocu m ents. Grassroots also publis hed monthly,
cove rs topics from the historical
aspects to publi c po licy, to law
enforcemen t, to abuse and
treatment to cover a range of 24
topics. Speed: The Current
Index to the Drug Abuse
Literature
is
a biweekly
newsletter
that
lists
bibliographic data permitting
evaluation of material. They also
- work on a Journal of Psychedelic
Drugs which continuously up·dates drug and drug culture in- ·
formation . The many pamphlets
that they put out are used in
classrooms. Booklength informational guides and drug bibliographies are also published .
The two basic principles which
guide the formation of ST ASH
policies , services and materials
are these (as pr inted in High
Times): 1) That no drug is intrinsically good or bad; it is only
each particular human use that
can be viewed as beneficial o r
detrimental. 2) That drugs and
their uses are complicated, and
those working with drugs have
the responsibility of educating
themselves. In learning about
drugs, people must not only
study what authorities say, but
must bring themselves up to a
level of competance on drug
culture trends, summaries of
current drug research findings
and critiques of recent
developments in strategies to
control and prevent drug misuse
through
education
and
legislation.
Membership in STASH costs
$150 a year. This gets not only a
subscription to all publications
and books, but three free library
searches on any requested drug
or related topic.

Kean Receives National Gran.t
Wa sh ington , D.C.
The
National Endowme nt fo r t he
Humanities has awarded curr i cu I um
and
course
development
grants
to 29
co lleges and universities in 14
states.

di sc ip linary cou rse to explore
t he
i m pact
of
m ode rn
technology on the environme nt
and human cu lture. The lecture-project
course,
entitled
"Technological Cu lture and t he
H uman Prospect," will be teamtaught by six humanists and six
scientists. Individual members of
the fac ulty wil l explore w ith
st udents the implications of our
technological culture for their
lives and their futures, and help
to p repa re them to deal wit h t he
complex problem s of modern
life by developing the intellectual tools and ethical awareness
needed for decision-making.
A grant o f up to $25 ,754 to Emporia Kansas State College will
-support the coordination of an
entire undergraduate program
of twenty-seven courses in Great
Plains Studies. Eighteen faculty
members from the disciplines of
history, literature, sociology ,
geography, political science , art ,
music, drama , biology , anthropology , geology , and
foreign languages will work
together to design the new curriculum. The purpose of the

Dr. Ro nald S. Berman , Chairma n of th e Humanities Endow ment, in making the announcement said , " The improvement of instruction in the
h umanities disciplines is one of
t he ma jor conce rns of th e Endowment. Support for the
development
and
implementation of new courses
and programs of study, together
with teacher training activities, is
the primary means of accomplishin g this goal. "
Kean College will receive a
grant of up to $50,000 which will
be used to develop a curriculum
for the Master of Arts degree in
Liberal Studies.
Amon g the institutions receiving
g rants
for
course
development, the University of
San Francisco will receive a grant
of up to $47,348 for an inter-

Hunger Awareness Day
To Point Out World Crisis
12:30 P.M . - Repeat - Sr . Miriam
Therese ; 2:00 P.M . - Ms. Cathy
Dichiara o f ECHO ; 3:00 P.M. Pra yer Service, Downs Hall Room B; 11 :00 A .M. - Ms . Cathy
Dichiara - ECHO ; 12 :30 P.M . Ms. Mary Byrne of Bread for the
World ; and 2:00 P.M . - Repeat Ms. Mary Byrne .
Faculty, Students and Staff personnel are all invited to participate in as many of the
planned activities as time allows.

On Tuesday , November 16,
Campus Ministry and Kean
College Health and Recreation
Department are sponsorin g a
Hunger Awareness Day . Did you
know that more than 460 million
persons
are
permanently
hungry ?
More
information
regarding the world hunger
crisis can be had from 9:00 A.M.
to 4:00 P.M. at the Hunger
Conference in Downs Hall.
Audio Visual Materials and
reading

materials

All are encouraged to join that

concerninp:

day in a fast for world hun ge r.

the \Yodd \Jnger Crisis will be
on display all day from 9:00 A .M .
to 4:00 P.M ., in Alumni Lounge Downs· Hall.
Workshops are scheduled as
follows: Downs Hall - Room A,
9:30 A .M.-- Prayer Service ; 11 :00
A .M. 0 Sr. · Miriam Therese of
Global Education Associates;

Social Work majors and other interested students are invited
to attend a discussion dealing with Wurzweiler School of Social
Work, Yeshiva University, New York, on Monday evening,
November 15, 1976, at the home of Associate Professor Meyer
Schreiber of the Department of Sociology and Social Work.
Dr. Esther Lennchner, Director of Admissions, will discuss
the uniqueness of the program of the Wurzweiler School and
will answer questions about admission requirements, the
·program of the school and related areas of interest.
Students who wish to attend should call Prof. Schreiber at extension 2506 for further information and directions.

•
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Phonetic Opposes Memory Method

School Cures Orthographic Woes
(CPS)-Everyone knows
students can 't read or write as
well as they used to, but what
about spelling? Has the often
Byzantine art of spelling the
English language gone the way of
McGuffey's Reader?
Marygrove College in Detroit
thinks so, and in response it has
started a class in spe lling that
quickly became so popular it is
. now o ffered as a correspondence course. "We get calls
from all over the country," says
Marygrove teacher Karen Halet.
The Marygrove course employs the phonetic method of
learning as opposed to the
memory method, in which
stu~ents spout off " i" before " e"
except after " c" but forget how
to spell " Mississippi."
Phonetic students look at the
words and repeat it. " It makes
them feel more comfortable,"
Ha[~t_~lf!?!il:_in!j_. •• , , .
, . ,., .,

While the memory method is
blamed for many of today's
students' orthographic woes,
many experts feel that the spelling problem is deeper than that.
" It's very complex, not well
understood ," says Richard
Hodges, dean of the University

Presedency" on the screen of a
recent ABC Network News
report as well as penning
" phrase" for " faze " in a recent
ad in the New York Times.
One professor even blames
poor spelling on the abuse of
freedom. "F reedom has been

of Puget Sound . "People have
always been lousy spellers ,"
Hodges told the Chicago
Tribune, "it's just that people
tend not to proofread."
In any case, wayward spellers
are st ill responsible for such major gaffes ,. ~~ . P,~<?i.E;~_t!n_-& ,,~I f~~,,.,

the obsession of the Englishspeaking peoples, and thi s
obsession has quite naturally displayed itself in the spelling of the
language," the prof told the
Tribune. He added his students
consider good spelling " unAmerican.
"
•·~ )J t,t, i , ,1 ,10"Jli
., ,
II,,

,. • ,

.,,.,.,

understandic:>a

minority cultures.

o{

ethn,c

School Mascot Designs
Atomic Bomb Device

a

.

progra m is to increase t he i nf lue nce of t he h um an ities in the
College by incorporati ng the
huma n istic perspective
into
non-humanities fie lds and by encou ragi ng co hesion around a
broad central t heme in the
general education core.
Two sout hern universities,
North Carol in a Central and
North Carolina A & T State , and
one northern. university, the
University
of
Wisconsin-La
Crosse, will participate in an experimental undergradu ate curriculum development project
administered by the A. Ph ilip
Randolph Educational Fund in
New York City . The Depart m ent
of English at North Carol ina A &
T, the Department of History at
North Carolina Central , and th e
Departments of History, English,
Music, Art, and Minority Studies
at the University of Wiscon sin
will cooperate to design and implement a series of integrated
humanities courses which wil l
treat the entire Ameri can e xperience in its varied multi-racial
tradition . This project will be
supported by a grant of up to
$50,000.
Several
higher
education
grants wi ll enable schools to
develop humanities-related
programs and courses in ethnic
and mino rity studies . For example, a grant of up to $49,728 to the
El Paso Community College ,
Colorado Springs, Colorado will
support three interdiscipl inary
courses in the arts and cultures o f
· the Native American and the
Spanish American . The grant will
enable the College to strengthen
the quality of its instructio n , to
meet its educational commitments to a significant part of
the Colorado Springs com munit y, and to promote

•

t

(CPS)-A student whose middle _ his paper. The chairman of the
Princeton physics department
name is Aristotle and who
told him two weeks after he
dresses like a tiger has designed
turned in the paper that quesan atomic bomb.
tions had been raised about
The student, John Aristotle
whether his material was clasPhillips, a Princeton physics masified. He says he was asked
jor who doubles as the school's whom he had given the paper to
Ti ger mascot during football
and told not to speak to
games, designed the 125-pound reporters .
device as part of a class project .
Officials are of course worried
He claims his A-bomb would
that such do-it-you rself plans for
have about one-third the power
an A-bomb might fall into the
of the American bomb dropped
hands of political terrori sts.
over Hiroshima in 1945 that
Phillips says their concern is not
killed 70,000 persons .
unfounded . " The point was to
show that any undergraduate
Phillips' claim is backed by
with a physics backgro_
u nd can
Cali f.or-Q~~ nu ci ear sci~ntist Dr.
do it and 7 therefdre it 1 is
Frank Chilton , an expert in
reasonable' to ' assume tf-ta r ternuclear explosion engineering,
rorists
could 'do it'too ,!Lhe said .
who studied Phillips ' 34 page
Phillips' design uses an exdesign and concluded it could
plosive to compress a mass of
be " guaranteed to work ."
pluto"nium to a "critical mass "
Chilton said Phillips ·uses 20capable of sustaining a rapid
year-old technology in his prochain reaction. The normal
ject but he added he saw no
decay of plutonium atoms
reason why the bomb wouldn 't
produces _stray subatomic parexplode.
ticles which cannot leave the
Phillips, 21, the son of a Yale
compressed mass without st rikengineering professor, pointed
ing neighboring atoms and forout that graduate students at the
cing them to join the reaction .
Massachusetts Institute of
Phillips' bomb would require
Technology
have
already
nearly 19 pounds of plutonium
_designed a similar bomb . The
worth around $100,000.
MIT bomb, however, lacked a
Phillips admits his design
secret explosive used as a
would have to be tested to see if
triggering device on the bomb
it actually works , but he seems
which Phillips says he obtained
confident the beachball-sized
by simply calling the DuPont
device would create an adequate
chemical
company
in
amount of havoc if it were ever
Wilmington, Del.
detonated . " Even if you set it o ff
" I told the man I needed the
and it didn 't explode as a nuclea r
caps to create a spherical imdevice, the high explosive would
plosion ," Phillips explained. " He
spread pluton ium 239 all over
sa id 'Aha ,' and sta·r ted asking
the place, and I guess that would
what I was building. He came
~
make it worthwhile to terrorists
rightput and told me just what
to build ," he noted . Phillips ' two
kind of explosive I needed."
professors ,
both
nuclear
Phillips declined to name the
weapons experts, gave Phillips '
explosive furt her and all mention of it has been delet~p f.ro11J '- paper an " A. "
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40 Credit Hours Limiting
Dear Editor,
I would like to apologize to the students, faculty , and administ~ators who where present at the O ctober 26th meeting of the
~college Curriculum Committee , for not honoring my advanced request to speak at the Forum . I am sorry if my irresponsibility caused
any dela ys or disruptions .
Although I was not able to atte nd the meeting, that should not be
interpreted as a sign of i ndiffere nce towards the " 40 credit hour
limit" iss ue.
I feel that the number of credits.taken by a student in a major area
shou ld be the option of that individual , not mandated by the
institution . But if the 40 credit hour lim it on one 's major subject area
is lifted, I also feel that it would be Im pe rative to Increase and Improve the Career Counseling and departmental guidance functions
to both direct and support the st udent in developing a well balanced
but concentrated program .
I don ' t think Kean College should turn out "jello mold" tec hnocrats, primed to be C.P.A .'s or Public Administrators on ly! The " Idea I
Type " Kean graduate should be well rounded in the Great Liberal
Arts , but at the same time possess a st ron g Concentration in some
substa nsive major area .
Again I stres s that to develop th is type of " mi xed sea n" program for
each student will require increased contact between the Department
faculties and the students - planning and organizing will be the key
- elements to a successfu l and acceptab le lifting of the present limits .
Thank You ,
Lewis Becker

I

.TRADITION
It is tradition every year, at this time, for the fraternities and
sororities on this campus and others across the co untr y to co nduct Hell Week. This is a supposedly secret rite at whi c h pledges
(aspiring members to the organizations) go through a series of
tests to prove their worthiness of joining the brotherhoods.
It has also become a tradition for the independent students to
swamp the Indy office with mail complaining about the fraternities.. and sororities infringing on the.it rights in the Student
Center. Their quarrel is that while pledge week is going on, no
one but the frats and sororities are abl~ to use the snack bar.
.Last week, there occurred an ~ncident that resulted in a con:frontation between members of the F.r.aternities and several
independents. It seems that there was an accident In the
Student Center involving a fraternity pledge. There was a
reporter from our News Department there, who thought the
story, because it did involve a student of Kean College, was
newsworthy. That is his job in serving all the students. What
happened next was totally unexpected, the brothers told us it
could not be printed because it was a secret rite that was not to
be seen by anyone but members of the brotherhood. This was
impossible because it happened during the day in a crowded
Stydent Center building.
·;.
.
This brings us back to recommendation that the Independent
has voiced for years.
It maRes no difference to most people what goes on durin g
hazing, as long as it does not interfere with the rights of others.
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Lisa Cala bre!>e

(Ed: Steve Scheiner fs not to be blamed for the capt i on error. I am,
and I'm sorry. May I suggest that next time, Joe and Jim wear their
uniforms to _avoid <;Q.ntusion,.}
Rich Hajeski
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independent
The opinions expressed in signed columns of this newspaper do
not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors. Nor is anything
printed in this paper, unless directly noted as such , to be taken as official policy or opinion of the college.
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Famous Ta'c kle Escort
Dear Editor :
Attn: Steve Scheiner
.
This letter is concerning the picture of the homecoming contestants and their ushers taken at the Town & Campus on October 30 ,
1976. Even though the spotlight was put upon the homecoming
contestants , I feel the least you could have done was present the
correct names of some of the ushers. You printed that Leslie Silber 's
usher was grid iron c;iptain Joe Troise - wrong . The captain and
Leslie 's usher was Jimmy Ragucci the famous Squire tackle. Please
cor rect this error.
Thank yo u,
Sincerely ,
Cathy Naharnea,k
and

Feature
Sandy Adzin, Arlene Casey, Ellen Curcio, Steve Fedos, Jose Quintero,
Jeff Ponton, Buz· Whelan, Ray Crandal, Loretta Bo lger, C. T. Proudfoot, Kathy Yesenko .
Photo
Sung "Joe" Kang, Joe Horvath, David Rose n, Steven Scheiner, M arta
Verno, Jim Shive, Mike Ditri,
Sports
Bob Graczyk, John Scannelli, Dave Schwenzer, Steve Mucha

Editorial Cartoon
Ed Kologi
• Published every Thursday of the academic year. Deadline for
mater\al is the Friday prior to publication.
OFFICES:
College Center - Phone 355-0174
Member United States Student Press Associa tion
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Those (razy College Kids
Well those zany college students are at it again . We all remember
those good old days of racoon coat, gold fish and stuffing people into
phone booths. It seems that no matter how hard we try we just can't
escape the turmoil of Greek week on campus.
But seriously it never ceases to amaze me how people can allow
themselves to be abused to enter into a Greek organization. What is
even worse is how people in these organizations can denigrate other
individuals to the point of tears. Is there something physically or
mentally wrong with people that they can actually "get off" watching
people make fools of themselves? For three days these individuals
(male and female) allow themselves to be seduced to believe that
new doors will be opened up for them. The only doors that are
opened up are those that lower a person 's standards so others can
accept them. If this is what friendship consists of I'd rather be a hermit.
In a world where more love amongst our sisters and brothers is
needed, I find it vile that individuals will treat others as objects of
scorn with little or no concern for other peoples feelings.
R. Clemente

Impressive Expressions
Dear Editor,
Congratulations to Calvin Wood and his fine staff for the excellent
first issue of "Expressions." I was delighted with the articles and
editorial commentary. The positive approach of the commentary and
the depth of the news stories and interviews showed a maturity normally lacking in first issues.
Expressions was a long time coming, but it proved itself worth the
wait.
Buz Whelan
PresidentStudent Org.
KC of NJ

Your Intentions Are OK, But ...
Dear Editor,
November 5, 1976 at 2:10 p.m. Buz Whelan called Squires ' FAS to
come to the rear of the Student Center because someone had gone
through a plate glass window. The squad immediately proceeded to
the student center while another member informed campus police
that we had gotten the call. It took us 1½ to 2 min . to get there. Arriving at the scene we met Buz. He informed us that while he was ca 11ing us evidently a fellow student took it upon himself to take the victim to the hospital.
People, you don't realize the risk you are taking by doing something like this. There is a possibility of further damage being caused to
the victim without proper immediate care and proper equipment .
Also you yourself run the risk of being sued due to the possibility of
said complications.
If an accident occurs on campus please do not hesitate to call us or
Campus Police. We are on duty 24 hours a day and are fully trained to
handle these emergencies, Campus Police 2233 or FAS 2266 .
Cathy Parochniack
Capt. Raymond R. Hintenach

The Distaste of Retreat
To the Editor,
In the hopes of making the upcoming academic retreat an even
greater success than hoped for, may I suggest a special one da y
instant lottery at Kean College during the retreat. This lottery will be
based on the principle used in the present New Jersey instant
presidential lottery. Each pe rson attendin g the retreat will be given
one retreat lottery ticket. At the top of the ticket will appear a depiction of some great retreat of history : a) Napoleon from Russia 1812, b)
the Chancellor from honesty 1975, c) Atlantis from surface 25,000
B.C., d) Nixon from office 1974, e) Adam from Eden 4004 B.C., f) AFT
from money 1976. At the bottom of the ticket will appear 6 waxcovered spaces that can only be scra tched off with a buffalo nickel, or
a special retooling dagger to be made available at the retreat. Prizes
will be awarded depending upon the number of dates at the bottom
of the ticket that correspond to the retreat date at the top of the
ticket.
Prizes are as follows:
One match - honorary Management Science Degree.
Two matches - 1% of a frozen increment.
Three matches - a yearly five year review.
Four matches - peer group evaluation by long shoremen .
Five matches - Deterurizition with honor.
Six matches - a Boorer slot machine.
Dom Letterse
History Dept.

You Just Can't Win
Letter to the Editor,
An appeal to the dorm students :
Last year a privilege was abused. Those who came back to the
dorms to drop off packages decided that their cars were Iike packages
and dropped them off.
This year however we have just the opposite problem . The dorm
students have to park in Vaughn-Eames parking lot or walk practically
from the student center.
I have a conflict to settle with whom ever it was who decided on
closing the Monmoth Road Gate. When they closed that gate we
were promised these three ·things to ease for our jail term (the
(Continued on paxe JO)
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OP-ED

Since I have worn a n umber of hats as a mem ber of th is com muni ty, I believe I should
make clear that t oday I am before you as a philoso pher an d an edu cat or . This statement,
of cou rse, does not completely divorce me from my previous commitm ents but it does
announce my intentions and the context for my ar gument.
Right away I want to say that if Professor Hiroka can document the need fo r fifty-five
credits as necessary for an adequate program for certifying public accountants, and hi s
documents are warrantable, then it is your responsibility to grant his request.
Clearly a publicly supported college has an obligation to offer curricula for the special
interests of earning a living and to meet the narrow societal demands for trained persons
to fill those particular roles.
What I have just said brings out into the open a revision of my initial purpose to come
before this committee. My intent had been to speak against the extension of t_he forty
credit hour limitation for major curricula.
In the interim, I ~ave talked about this matter with some of my colleagues, and these
conversations have led me to see that a blanket opposition to such a change is untenable
for the most part, or that any such arguments would not stand up in court.
In trying to make sense out of this situation, I chanced upon a comic strip called "Freddie". Here is the picture: Freddie is standing in front of two books propped against the
wall, and saying out loud, "There's a perfect example of why I'm always mixed up about
what goes on! Two books, both telling me what makes frost pictures on the window
panes, and each book giving totally different facts!"
Freddie's child-like wonder thatthere could be two different sets of facts describing the
same picture reminded me of something that is there in our situation and if we would bring it out in the open would somehow unmuddle wh'at is going on.
Of course, we can discount the child's inability to put together two different sets of facts
for a coherent picture of some situation as an expression of naiveness in a child's thinking.
On the other hand, we cannot discount the philosophical insight that there are more than
one set of facts for any situation. This particular situation demands a picture of the other
sets of facts so that we can clear up our muddles.
At this point I want to applaud the decision of the Curriculum Committee of the School
of Arts and Sciences for bringing this matter to the attention of the College Curriculum
Committee. And I would applaud the College Curriculum Committee for holding public
meetings on this matter. I believe these committee actions show a recognition that
something is !3wry, or something isn' t Kosher, with the curricula offered by Kean College.
I said a few moments ago that Kean College has an obligation to meet the needs of the
special interests of earning a living. Clearly, we have to have the bread if we' re goin g to
put it together at all. It is just as clear, however, that Kean College has a correspondin g
obligation to meet the requirements for satisfying those other loyalties making demands
on our lives .
'
I am bitterly opposed to any decision making about curricula which does not look
closely-at the impact of such decisions on the role and purpose of the College. By statute,
we are not a university conferring professional degrees; nor, are we a vocational school
granting licenses. Yet, we smack of both by conferring degrees and granting certifications
to teach or to carry out other competencies. Apparently, we are a post-secondary
educational institutiqn satisfying a variety of special purposes but without any vision of
how we fit into the general order of things.
If my picture is the case, then the College Curriculum Committee has only to make
decisions based on the criteria of accrediting societies or the demands of state licensing,
agencies.
•
If, however, the corresponding obligation of Kean College is taken seriousl y, and a picture is to emerge of how the College fits into the general order of things, then the following items are proposed as having impact on curriculum decisions.
I bring to your attention several 'facts' from an article called " Worldwide Job Crisis
Faces University Graduates. " I have copies of the complete text of the article for members
of this committee to look over at their leisure. First, a statement by a professor of
economics at this month' s meeting of the Association for Comperative Economics in
Atlantic City, that there were " excess supplies of specialists of various sorts from hi gher
educational institutions, excess demands for technicians and highly skilled workers in an
increasing variety of fields .. ."
In addition, the professor said there is " wide spread misapplication of trained manpower-employment of skilled people outside of their field of training." The College
Placement Council repeats the professor' s claim of underemployment of college
graduates for the next decade, and significantly notes in their analysis of the job market
that there will be "an oversupply of about 900,000 college graduates" b y 1985:
The article notes that these concerns about unemployment and underempl oym ent
have " rekindled the debate over vocational ism in higher education " in the United Sta tes .
The article concludes with the comments of the president of the University of Rh ode
Island , who was also a former chairman of a committee looki ng int o reform s o f t he
American system of higher education . He states that " we need a n ew rat i on ale for w hy
students should go to college and for wh y society should support higher edu ca tion ." He
notes that the rationale of .the S0's and the 60' s, the era of growth, w as th e " theory of
trained specialists,,,, but that justification will not hold when the need fo r t rain ed
specialists is no longer there.
Another set of 'facts ' could be teased out of a recent position paper b y the Science
Council of Canada which predicts drastic change in life style unless this gener ation cuts
back on its usage of energy and nonrenewable resources . The Canadian scienti sts warn us
that we must move from a consumer society to a conserver society, or our present wa y of
life will soon evaporate. They propose the development of more rational and conservative attitudes toward energy, resources and the environment.
Other ' facts' or signs of the need for change are graphically pictured in Alvin Toffler's
study Future Shock which exhibits the rapidity of change occurring from the impact of
technology on our world.
Looking in another direction, we see the notion of accountability being used as a standard to judge educational outcomes. Dr. Leon Lessinger, often credited with foundin g
the movement, explains: " The idea of accountability ... exposed the weak management
systems of the schools, the inadequate testing and the abysmal state of the art of
evaluation . We had been oriented to talk solely about what went into the schools, not
about what came. out of them. "
The effects of accountability on the academic ivory tower are clear: Several weeks ago
the New Jersey State Education Commissioner proposed the creation of a system to
evaluate the effectiveness of each of the state's more than 100,000 public school teachers.
Concurrently the Board of Higher Education stated the time had come to implement the
A-328 Guidelines for evaluation of tenured faculty. The Board is now negotiating with the
bargaining agent for the State college faculties the impact of those guidelines on the conditions of faculty employment. The halls of ivy will no longer shield us from public
scrutiny and the traditional cbp-outs for our failure to achieve our goals. Accountability is
neither more nor less than a system of shared responsibility for the spelling out of
educational goals and the strategies we will use to arrive at them.
Dr. H . Willard Stern
Professor of Philosophy
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WIZRRo·s wo1LD
by Robert Kern

by Buz Whelan
Economists use complex statistics and cryptic graphs to tell
them and us where society is at.
Politicians use polls to prove that
their constituents like what they
are doing. Social scientists use
statistics like the economists do,
but they're slightly different, the
numbers representing warm
bodies instead of cold cash.
Everybody's got their own data
to tell you what's happening and
why and whether you should be
happy or worried about it. But in
fact, we all know it's just so much
hot air; it doesn't mean a thing.
What the hell difference does it
make, whatever a bunch of
numbers say? You don't have to
pay any attention to any of that
crap. If you want to know where
you're at open your wallet, or ask
a friend. If you want to know
where society is at look at the
best seller list.
The best seller list? Absolutely.
You can tell more about a society
from what books it's reading
than from all the charts and
statistics in the world. Just take a
look' at our current list and compare it with your fe~lings about
bicentennial America .
Fiction
1. Why Not the Best - Jimmy
Carter's autobiography of his
favorite person . Slightly over
long at one hundred fourteen
pages, the big print helps speed
things along. t.avishly illustrated
with smiling Jimmy Carters, the
simple story is easy to follow and
there are no big words to trip you
up.
2. The Big Wedding - by Ruth
Aday. When the students at a
small New England College
decide to enter into a gr.oup mar-

With so many students taking
advantage of the overseas
courses being offered by the
college, I feel it necessary to give
them several words of sound advice as to what they will find
there by way of drink. If you're
going to London, don't ' worry,
it's pretty much the same; ditto
in Paris, if you have money and
are slow to react to insolence and
cheating (nor do I mean the wine
producing areas of France or
Germany, where all you need is a
couple of spare livers. I mean
places more off the beaten track
where you, being an adventurous soul, will find yourself).
1) The presence of a labelled
bottle surroundiAg a wine
guarantees nothing. You will do
as well or as ill, and more
cheaply, with the stuff out of the

riage, it seems like nothing but
fun ahead. What could go
wrong? Plenty, and you won't
miss a bit of the action in this
frank novel, sure to be hailed as a
break through in group sex
literature.
3. The Man W ho Walked a
M ile - By Redd Meete. Absurdist
story about fanatical physical
fitness freak who actually walks a
mile in the unbelievable climax
of the book. Some tension as
training problems develop shor(Continued on page 7)

by Rev. Norman 0. Mattson

of them are . the real stuff of
The campaign rhetoric is over, greatness. Power yes, but not
thank God, and we can pack it greatness. Greatness is measured
away for another four years. We in quality not in quantity.
won't have to hear those peans Greatness is a matter of the movto the "great American people "
ing forces _
i n a society, the aims
shouted at us endlessly to the and what is considered its purpoint of absurdity. I don't know pose as a people.
how you react to that par.ticular
The greatness of a nation is
phrase, but it always makes me measured in its growth towards
cringe . I know that it will be full humanity and civilization . In
followed by a eulogy to our that sense we measure our apmilitary or industrial str.ength proach to greatness by the way
that makes us not only " great" we care for the least and weakest
but the " best" in the whole 'in our midst, those who are the
world. It's at that pointthat I start victims bf life, the poor, the sick,
the aged, the impflsoh€d, the
to gag.
I'm sure that I am pleased by distraught, the unemployed , the
our economic power, even if I drop out, the underemployed.
am not so sure that I think its In our search for power we can
fruits are shared equitably. I am ignore them, but in a search for
even willing to confess that our greatness we care a-bout them
military strength gives me a and give them a pro13er<share of
secret sense of .security in a the fruits of this earth---because
chaotic world. However, neither
(Continuerj: on paKe 7)

barrel. If you can find out what
the locals go for, drink that (A
sound general rule for eats as
well).
2) Faced with a choice
between bad or untrustworthy
red wine on the one hand, and
ditto white on the other, pick the
red. In Greece, where what red
there is is sweet, pick the
resinated rather than the
unresinated white.
3) Smell the stuff carefully
before drinking. This is not
empty winemanship; the object
is merely to see if it smells of
wine, and not of decaying cabbages, damp blankets, musty
corks or vinegar. Not all these
no n-winey danger signals are
unpleasant in ' themselves. Also
be on your guard for the smell of
almonds or pear-drops .
4) If the red strikes you as thick,
dark and heavy, fell no shame in
cutting it with the local bubbly
mineral water, worth trying in
parts of Italy and Spain. And/or
add ice. Nay, stare not so, we are
not speaking of vintage burgundy. The cheaper Portuguese reds
are better iced, as the locals
know.
5) If you still quail, try the beer.
It will arrive too cold, and will
· often not be very nice, but I have
never heard of any positive harm
being done by it.
6) Those with upset guts
should avoid both wine and

by Frank Bolger
As I say, television is the newly
chosen battleground for the
peddlers of Genesis and the bottlers of salvation. Rex Umbard
and George Schuller carry the
cross for the kid from Nazareth
every Sunday ·morning on the
Hour of Power, their viewers
treated to one of the most
gorgeous spectacles of the Christian orgies available.
Further, the glowing memory
of the lamented faith · healer
Katherine Kuhlman (imagine her
WOMAN SPACE serves as a in Tenafly) group has titled its allpointinent only. Call 527-2296.
conduit of information of par- -day conference, "New Options
• The Ridgeview YWCA (West with the middle name of Karen,
ticular interest to the campus for Women With Children. "
Orange) has programmed a what a heavenly monogram!)
lingers in the mind of every God~oman: students and staff and Regrettably, fhis fine offering is
"C hristmas Clinic". Now in
fac.u lty. lr,formation is.compiled also scheduled for November 13
progress, the four-week series tearing citizen, unshrouded by
, by . t,b(i\ ,r!Ci!f11~1,J:; « Cen!,er, for at the same hours as above. (We
continues November 16, 23, 30, the mists of time. Ah , Katie;
~&l-fr.l~P - 1 ilo-cate<tl, ! in- the would enco,u rage more effective ,"•and _specialfz_es , i~. ~he _ crafts wherever you are I tilt a glas·s in;
~p6)k.~tP.frft ,.,, b,1,1;,lqing•. , Some . comm1,1ni<;:ati9[l tj,roug,l;iout the v. n.~ed~.~ N n;ia~e l,~st1_y~ 1 g/f~s ?_nd your name. What a woman! Th '
cu~(ie'1~~~ms ef interest include: 1 sta,te so , lhat these •unfor,lm1ate . _· ~olrday ·o rna~~ts. 't'o_sts, wHrch : ·sti'lted ,r;novernent~~ \tie ' glassy,
,.,ewT~ W<>~~n :~ :- (;enter, of I l overlaps ,woulp . .not ,, 00<;:ur.) ~ __ include mat~rrr,I~ ~1_6.00._Call eyes, the:odt!'cadence of sp·eech
Montclair State College with as- Workshops have been ·arranged
7'31_-L25~ to ma'ke your reser- 1:h'e frightfully vacant expressiori'
which swept across your
sistance from the alumni clubs of to cover topic areas on family .. vatron.
features, you seemed, at times
Douglass, Smith, Vassar and and the self, changing family
• The Counseling Center at
other women's colleges will styles as they relate to and allow
Fairleigh Dickinson University almost lifelike. And what a pair;
you and Dino on the piano. But,
present a one-day symposium on the expansion of woman 's roles,
and the Department of Comoptions
for
women:
"A and "taking th.e first step."
munity Health and Education of as the poet says, "Tis not my
intent, what were the gain, to
Women 's Place Is Everywhere" Family therapist Blanche Kaplan
Morristown Memorial Hospital
dwell with streaming eyes upon
on Saturday, November 13, 1976 is among the presenters, The
has designed a "Marriage and
the past."
from 9 a.m. until late afternoon WRIT group suggests a donation
Family Life Institute" . The
Mencken's "Cult of Hope"
closure. Ann Klein , N .J. Com- of $5.00 to cover costs (child care
segments are off_ered on
thrives in the decade of the
missioner of Institutions and is available at a nominal charge.)
Wednesdays at 8 p.m . at the
seventies as never before, clutAgencies, is scheduled as the The conference site is the
University:
ching at every impossible dream
luncheon speaker (KCN)'s Mae Tenafly High School, Columbus
November 17:
that whisltes along the wind, and
Hecht~ director of EVE will lead Dri ve. Kean 's Campus Center for
Stress in Marriage, Sharon
at none more readily than
the work~hop, " You Are Em- Women has additional details
Ryan , director; Family Enreligion. Not the more comployable " ). The conference fee
(ext. 2296).
·
richment Program , Morristown
fortably conventional religious
is $10.00 which includes lunch.
• The Campus Center for
Memorial Hospital.
of Mystical Bodies, or Nietsche's
Call_893-5106 or 748-2323 forfur- Women is now maintaining
December 1:
ther information.
evening hours: Wednesdays,
Alternate Marriage Styles, " cannibalistic" ritual of the
Eucharist. They are the newer
• The WRIT (Women's Rights from 4 :30 until 7:30 ,
a~
Robert Francoeur, Ph.D.; FDU's
Genetlc Biology Professor.
religious, and near religions,
I Next week, please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE.I
December-:
Born Again Christianity, EST,
I section of The Independent:
I Myths About Marriage, Pentecosta Is, Charismatics, and
I Item or event___________________
I Nishan Najarian, FDU's Counsel- Jesus Freaks.
I Place, date and time
_
ing Center.
The latter group is nearly
I Source - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I Fees are $15.00 per couple and defunct, and forthe most part, its
I Your name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I $10.00 per single (!)for the series. partisans assimilated into one of
I Please return all suggestion·s to: The Campus Center for Women, Rm 1 Call 377 _4700 for more in- the others. Of the rest, by far the
_J formation.
most vital and visible (primarily

w~

r---------------------------1!r---,

I

1..::~::_~~~~~~~'!·___________

0

beer. Even at their best they
upset the large intestine. No
spirit does, but stick to brands
you know. Spirits made abroad
are suspect, apart from brandies,
fruit brandies like slivovitz and
calvad.os, and one or two oddities like Lisbon gin. I
remember, not very well, an encounter with Yugoslav scotch ...
7) The cautious should look
narrowly at all sparkling wines,
except genuine French champagne, and at all sweet drinks.
Still, one small glass cannot do
you much harm . Indeed, with
some sparklers one sip is
enough, so be wary of ordering
whole bottles.
8) Gin men should slip a small
bottre of Angostura into their
luggage. You can knock together
some sort of drink with it - and
gin - under almost any circumstances, and you can never
find it abroad; well, yes, Gibraltar and Malta, perhaps ...
Those who drink beer · will
think beeF - Washington Irving.
Freedom and Whiskey gang
the gither - Robert Burns.
Alfred, Lord Tennyson, Poet
Laureate, on the occasion of his
visit to the International Exhibition, 1862, having written an
ode to be sung by a choir of four
thousand at its opening: "Is
there anywhe·re in this damned
place where I can get a decent
bottle of Bass? "

in those backwashes of the South
were "thinking" is still not in
general use among the indigent
anthropoids) is the Fundamentalist faith.
This doltish theology, as has
been previously noted, reigns
among the imbeciles once a
generation, and threatens to fill
the nation's waterways with
soggy converts spouting
Revelations. Luckily (though
inexplicably, considering the
awesome reservoir of morons
from which it may draw) the
Fundamentalist
Movement
always seems to self-destruct just
as it appears to gain the upper
hand. It is not our place toquestion tl:t!:! ways of_ Providence.
The
FundameDtalist
faith
revolves ver-'9 m &cfl. ar.ound the
concepts of Right and Wror¾g.
Righ!, in this hellish philosophy,
is · i!_ay\bl-ng you do which you
would rather not. Wrong is
anything someone else does,
particularly if he enjoys it.
But the most disturbing of
developments
in the God
business is the phenomenon of
the Charismatics, I have never
attended a meeting of the
species, and therefore was reluc:.
tant to speak from ignorance.
However, after reading the article of last week by Arlene
Casey, who was present at the.
ghostly gathering, I concluded
that there was no relation
between ignorance and attendance.
This
movement
centers
around the Holy Spirit, junior
partner of God Inc. Indeed, we
are informed that, " After the
fifth week, the gifts of the Holy
Spirit will be exercised." I had
always thought them a trifle flabby. The article bathes in the extravagant phraseology of fervor,
things such as, "the truth of
(Continued on paKe 7)
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The Bilingual Voice
b y Ra y Granda/
SPANISH

by the Indy staff
There are very few exceptionally good movies on this
week, wh ich is fine because most
bleary eyes seen at this time of
year are a result of midterm
cramming and term paper sessions . The last th ing these people
need is a good movie on late at
night. However, for those of you
who succumb to the imp of the
perverse, and leave your work
unfinished so that you can see a
rerun of The Road to Rio, we
present the following films :
Thursday
2:20 (2) They Were Expendable
(1945)
John Wayne and Robert
Montgomery are Gl 's battling_
the Japanese in the Philippines
during World War II. Directed by
John Ford, who always brought
out the best in Wayne,especially
here. Good war scenes, although
D_uke loses some teeth by pulling
pins out of grenades with them .
Friday
12:30 (5) The Glass Key (1942)
Alan Ladd, Brian Donlevy. An
excellent detective mystery,
taken from a story by Dashiell
Hammett. Alan takes on hoods
and political shysters with equal
gusto.
Saturday
11 :30 (7) Who's Afraid of Virginia
WoolH (1966)
Liz and Dick star in this version
of Edward Albee's tour-de-force
of hostile verbiage in marriage.
Bruising and grueling from start
to finish. Sandy Dennis and
George Segal are also good as
the younger couple. Don't worry
about the deletions - you can
fill them in yourself. (2 hrs. 30
min.)
2:00 (5) The Beast of Hollow
Mountain (1956)
It's cowboy (Guy Madison) vs.
dinosaur (!) in this one, but it's
handled very well. No one runs
through the streets of Laredo
fearing for his or her life in this
laid-back monster flick. More
suspenseful
than
terrifying,
especially the final scene. Worth
watching (unless you prefer Sermonette). (2 hrs.)
2:50 (2) The Great Ziegfeld (1936)
Three in the morning is a
strange time to be watching
musical comedies, but this one is

GETAKICK
OUT OF...

well worth the trouble . William
Powell has the title role in this
Academy Award-winning story
about
Broadway ' s great
American showman. Seeing this
is no folly. (3 hrs. 25 min.)
Sunday
1 :00 (4) Promise Her Anything
(1966)
Light comedy ti-rat stars Leslie
Caron as a widowed young
mother who pursues her wel I-to-do boss (Robert Cummi"ngs) and
is in turn pursued by a brash
filmmaker (Warren Beatty) . Both
the Arts and the Sciences get
spoofed a little, and there are
some funny moments, especially
from Cummings as a kid-hating
child psychologist. No a bad
movie, but if you have to get up
early, don 't lose any sleep over it.
(1 hr. 50 min.)
Monday
11 :30 (2) The Affair (1973)
Fine performances and a sensitive script raise this drama
above the standard soap opera
level.
Natalie Wood
plays
Courtney Patterson, a crippled
songwriter who falls in love with
a handsome lawyer (played by
her husband, Robert Wagner) .
Some of the best-written and
best-acted scenes, however, are
those between Ms. Wood and
Bruce Davison, who plays her
compassionate younger brother.
Those who are used to seeing
Natalie Wood playing a Barbie
doll may be particularly
interested in this movie. (90 min.)
Tuesday
(Continued on pa!(e I I)

Wizard's
World
( Continued.from page 6)

tly before the attempted walk.
Too unrealistic to hold most
readers interest.
4. Money to Burn - By M .T.
Pakitz. Hilarious account of life
at the U.S. Mint. Title comes
from the practice of destroying
worn bills in incinerator. Author
Pakitz gives his own idea of how
they keep the employees from
ripping off the products and why
you should always wash your
hands after you handle money.
5. The Last Cow - By T. Ann
Coffee. Heartwarming story of
the Dull family who live in a penthouse in Chicago and happen to
own the last cow left on earth.
Little Effie Dull takes on the
apartment tnanagement, who
don't want Monroe to ride the
elevator. Expect to shed a tear or
two before the surprise ending.
And the Non-fiction
1. Inside Out - By Clair Vue.
Absolutely everything revealed
by the woman who spent five
years as an X-ray technician on
Capitol Hill. Included are plates
of some of the most powerful
men in Washington caught by
the penetrating eye of Ms. Vue's
machine. No skeletons left in the
closet in this exposure.
2. Everything You Wanted to
Know About Garage Sales - By
Hy_ Presher. Most complete
guide to garage selling yet
published. Included are tips on
how to haggle, where to get
colored-glass bottled you can
pass off as antiques. There's also
a chapter on how to scrounge
items when you thought you had
nothing left for that hard-tostock t hird garage sale. A must
for t he serious liquidator or the
hobbyist just looking for grocery
money.

SOCIALES
Estudiantes de Kean College
trabajaron ardua_
m ente en las
pasadas elecciones de Elizabeth.
Agustin Garcia y un grupo de estudiantes pusieron muchas horas
de trabajo ayudando en la campana electoral de Margaret
Nielsen candidata a la alcaldia de
Elizabeth . Margaret Nielsen trato
de destronar a Tom Dunn, quien
no es muy querido por los hispanos en Elizabeth.
La Candidata Nielsen fue
favorecida por los hispanos simplemente porque el alcalde .
Dunn no ha tratado bien a los
hispanos. En las palabras de Jose
Ginarte, Presidente del Club
Cultural y Social Hispano , " Las
relaciones entre el alcade Dunn
y los hispanos en Elizabeth son
muy pobres." ·
Con la ayuda de un escritor de
la columna bilingue, a quien no
vamos a nombrar, personas
fueron registradas para votar y
una gran campana tuvo lugar.
Aunque perdieron , los estudiantes de Kean han ganado

una gran experiencia que indudsblemente usaran en el
futuro. Muchas gracias a C.T.
Proudfoot, Diana lbarria , John
Mexia, Manuel Goberna , Mike
Israel y Jose 'Ginarte y todos los
otros
estudiantes · que tan
afablemente ayudaron .
NOTICIAS
Actualmente estamos tratando
de reactivar el Congreso Hispano. El proposito del este
congreso es representar a todos
los estudiantes hispanos con
problemas escolasticos , legales,
personales, etc.

' PROPAGANDA
La necesidad de proseguir
organizandonos para ayudarnos
mutuamente
en
nuestros
problemas legales, Sociales y
Culturales, es imperativa .
El proximo martes 9 de
Novembre se llevaran a cabo las
elecciones para representantes
al consejo estudiantil de 9 a.m . a
5 p.m . No. 6 Agnes Perez, para
presidente de " Freshman Class."
Todos los grupos Hispanos
Apoyamos A Agnes Perez e invitamos a todos los Hispanos a la
reunion general que se celebrara
el mismo dia , martes, Novembre
***
Jose Calvo fue elejido por
9. A la 1 :40 p.m . en Willis 200.
unanimidad, a la presidencia del
Como puedes ayudar a los
Comite Cubano . Proximamente
demas, ayudandonte a t i mismo?
Jose elijira su gabinete ejecutivo.
Asiste y enterate.
El exprecidente Manuel
" NUESTROS PROBLEMAS INGoberna es ahora miembro de el
D f VI DU ALES SON
LOS
Board Financial del Govierno EsPROBLEMAS DE NUESTRA
tudiantil. Le deseamos mucha
COMUNIDAD EN GENERAL. "
suerte a Manuel en su nuevo
ENGLISH
puesto.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Up until the night of Tuesday,
***
El Club Cultural y Social HisNovember 2, 1976, endless hours
pano y otras organizaciones hishad been sacrificed by
panas endorsan a Agnes Perez
concerned students involved in
para Presidenta.
the mayoral elections in
Elizabeth.
Led by the Kean insight of Gus
Garcia, a group of about twenty
of our fellow students put in a lot
of hard work campaigning for
cancer ever return this woman
" Peg" Nielsen attempting to exwill .never seek professional
pel Mayor Tom Dunn from his
help. " . . . because God healed
long-term position . " Nielsen was
me." To consult a physican
favored by the Spanish-speakwould be a repudiation of faith.
ing voters because of Dunn's
Thus, she would die, and I would
machine politics and poor
love to be the local D.A., cause
dealings with Hispanics in
I'd have the whole bunch posing
Elizabeth," said Joe Ginarte,
for picture profiles.
President of the Spanish Cultural
I'd rather have two aspirins
and Social Club.
than a trunkful of Hail Marys.
Along with the invaluable help
They are not only more effective, of a Bilingual Voice writer who
but they are less noisy.
will go unnamed, posters were
The chief attraction of the written up, potential voters
Charismatics is their claim to
registered, and faithful Dunn
receive the gift of tongues. " It supporters converted. Although
just comes to you," is the usual
we lost the battle, Kean students
detailed description of this
have now been acknowledged as
phenomena (the technical term
political elites in this area.
is glossalia) in which Charis- Special thanks are due C.T.
matics purport to speak in anProudfoot, Diana Iberia , John
cient dead languages. The value Mexia, Manuel Goberna , Mike
of it is as obscure as the
Israel , Joe Ginarte and all the
philosophy behind it. Miss Casey
other crazy, wonderful Hispanic
ends with the hope that, " . . .the students who gave us a hand .
seminar won 't be the end, just
NEWS
the beginning of a Christian
Steps are presently being
maturing process." I seriously · taken to reactivate the Spanish
question Miss Casey's sincerity in Congress. The purpose of the
this statement. Any sort of Congress is to represent Spanish"maturing process" would un- -speaking students of different
doubtedly lead to the rejection
nationalities when problems
of the colossal jumble of incon- arise from grades, housing, etc.
• *•
sistencies, contradictions, and
outright lies which prevade even
Jose Calvo has been elected
the most respectable of the new President of the Cuban
theologies of which Charismatic Committee. He is in the process
Renewal is clearly not one. But, of appointing a cabinet . He has
then, I may be wrong.
replaced Manuel Goberna , who
By 'now it is plain thatthe ques- is now on the financial board of
tion of religion, yes or no, pivots Student Organization. We are
wholly upon the articles of faith. deeply grateful for the work he
If you have faith (which I do not) has done on the Cuban Comthat is, if you choose to believe mittee.
• * •
without even the shadow of
evidence, you have religion. If
The Spanish Cultural and
your standards require more Social Club and the other Histhan the accumulated senti(Co111in11ed on page I I)
mentalities of the centuries, the
hand-me-down
superstitions,
and the archaic rituals, then you
are a skeptic, and the poker
game is every other Friday at my
place.
Since faith is the key you may
(Continued.from pa!(e 6)
be interested in some other
they are our brothers and sisters.
views. Alexander Pope said, "For
I believe that Jesus stated this
modes of faith let graceless
sign of greatness best in those
zealots fight. He can't be wrong
short words of the 25th chapter
whose life is in the right." A.C.
of St. Matthew, " I was hungry
Swinburne observed that, "The
and you gave me something to
best faith lives on its own dung."
eat, I was thirsty and you gave me
Wilde was in character when he
a drink, I was a stranger and you
commented, " I can believe
took me into your home, naked
anything, provided it is incredible." But Ambrose Bierce and you gave me something to
was most succinct acidly defining wear, sick and you looked after
faith as, " Belief without evidence me, in prison and you visited me.
.. Let me assure you , anything
in what is told by one who speaks
you did for one of mycbrothers
w ithout knowledge, of things
here, however humble, you did
without parallel." Amen! (Mea
for Me."
culpa , Mary.)

The Black Flag
( Cont inued.from pag_e 6)

God's love," and, " . .. exalting
Jesus Christ as lord to the Glory
of the Father God," and " The
seminar seeks to restore man to
God through the Lordship of
Jesus Christ." If there is an
coherent thought expressed in
those lines unearthing it will require a Divining rod.
To this point, and a length
beyond I may be entertained by
Miss Casey and her wayward
religion . It is amusing in its
naivete. It seeks no converts. In
general, it harms no one. But
Miss Casey must shatter this
tenuous truce with an anecdote
about faith healing. A woman
with cancer, hears about Charismatics, attends meetings and
witnesses the power of prayer.
The woman confidently concludes, " They (her doctors) told
me, the cancer will come back.
The cancer won't come back
because God healed me. " I do
not, for even a second, accept
the remission of this woman's
cancer. But, conceding it for
arguement's sake, should the

3. Crazy and Proud of It - By
B.M. Daly. An enlightening work
with a fresh viewpoint: mental
health is dangerous. Author Daly
shows that our neuroses and
psychoses actually protect us
from life and are often necessary
for society. Paranoia keeps us
alert. Sexual hangups add variety
to our sex life and prevent
boredom. Although the important question " Do people
who are afraid of the dark know
something you don't?" is never
completely answered, some
interesting
answers are
presented. A most for anyone
contemplating psychotherapy.
4. The Flesh Peddlers - By Mo
Gelt. Signed to a ten-year, five
million dollar contract, 18 year
old basketballer Gelt thought he
had it made. The dream turned
to a nightmare as Gelt broke all
records in his rookie year but
~anagement refused to renegotiate the contract. Gelt writes
with passion of a young athlete
forced to live on half-million a
year, while team owners grew
fat. Don't wait for the movie.
5. Viet Nam Heroes - Rolling
Stone Staff. None of the people
cited ever left U.S. Interesting
compilation of student leaders,
religious f igures and drug
dealers, who authors believe
were the real heroes of the Viet
Nam' era.

Another
View
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Greek ·wee~ Peeks

Photo by Steve Scheiner

To this man, being in frat means getting up in the world.

Last week was "Greek Week" at Kea·n. Frats and sororities spent their
time BRINGING ATTENTION TO THEMSELVES, in hopes of increasing membership. The week culminated in " Hell Night'', in
which the various orgs., sang., danced, and put new recruits through
the initiation rites known as "hazing."

Some of the girls had to beg for a date.
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Photo by Marta Verno

Dave Jones is building a kiln outside of VE • • •

• •• which will be used for ceramic baking (when Dave isn't in it).
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" step Right Up,
Ladies and
Gents, And Get
Yourself
A College Girl"
Photo by Magda Ga/is-Menendez

Auctioneer Buz Whelan, who auctioned off "slaves" as part of Pledge Night festivities.

Mochajava
Melodies
The Fronf Lounge, once again, was the scene for Coffeehouse, the
every-so-often get-together that puts Kean students in the spotlight
as performers. The latest Klatch featured Kean alumni Loretta Bolger
and John Campbell. In addition, there was a host of other players, including folk singers, jazz guitarists, and a trio of blues artists that
began the evening. The next Coffeehouse is tonight at 8:30, again in
the Front Lounge. Bring a quarter, or your guitar.

Photo by Magda Galis-Menendf!z

(Left) Loretta and John return to their old stomping grounds to
stomp some more.

Photo b-y Magda Ga/is-Menendez

Surrounded by wires and mikes, Mike Barton puts the folks in a good mood.

Jan Dulcy O'Shaughnessy, Master (Mistress?) of Ceremonies at Coffeehouse, as well as guardian of th_! door and keeper of the money box.
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KC c ·horale
Rounds Up Talent

Di rector Sees "Carousel" As
More Than Just A Musical

b y Kathy Amoroso
One little boy, playing with a
toy carousel on a lone stage , is
overcome with wonder as a fullsize carousel, complete with
horses, music, and color , appears
in front of him . As if in a trance,
he runs up to it; he sees one particular horse that he loves more
than anything else in the world.
The boy throws his arms around
this horse and hugs it with all h is
might as the music slowly begins.
This is director Jason Teran's
conception of hoyv Rogers' and
•Hammerstein 's Carousel should
begin .
According to Dr. Teran,

Carousel is being used as a teaching vehicle as well as a popular
musical piece. This combination
of education and entertainment
make for a very successful show.
The creativity of the book and
music allow for some beautiful
moments in theatre . " The
amalgam of drama music, and
dance is what makes Carousel
work . The dire1ctor and
choreographer's job is to discover how to put across this
amalgam as to delight the
audience and tell the story
clearly."
Dr. Teran remembers a review
of Carousel by Allison Steele :

"Carousel is turn ing on a whole
new generation of young adults
to theatre." Teran went on to explain that the combination of a
good love story, the tender
moments of reality, and all the
other intra personal - problems
decently depict the reason why
the American family unit was so
reversed in the late nineteenth
century.
There is a great feeling for
dance in Carousel. Says Teran,
" The show presents a ballet that
is very youthful. The children 's
and teenagers' conflict by nonverbal message allows the
audience
d i rect
empathy
between the stage and
themselves."
The ballet is only one of many
highlights in the show. The

(Continued o n page 1 I)

If you say " Chorale" to
someone, and don 't spell it, they
may think of horses. Others may
be quite knowledgeable and
think of a hymn . Those even with
greater experience will th ink of a
select singing group with versatility and capability beyond the
average. At Kean College there is
such a group, compromised of
singers who are majoring in
singing, singers who are majoring in trombones and otherinstruments, and singers who are
majoring in all sorts of things
other than music. One common
bond
brings these singers
together: their love for sharing
choral music of all kinds, from
serious to light, with audiences
of all ages, from school children
t o senior citizens.
The Kean College Chorale,

.A Tr.· a I to
S.It Th r OU Qh /
1·

(Continued.f;om page 5)
institution in the Elizabeth neighborhood, i.e., Kean College) and
they were 1) hours to go back tot he dorms, 2) a grocery store on campus, i.e., K.C. Co-Op and 3) a Van to take dorm students out to nearby
stores. That which remains for the dorm students use is the " Van ."
My appeal to the dorm students is to get the privileges of the gate
and/ or the possibility of dropping off packages at the dorm door and
not receiving a hernia trying to lug a grocery bill of $100worth of packages in one trip before the campus police ticket your car. If we can
get together and get this privilege back we can use it and not abuse it.
Signed ,
Those of the Dorm Hernia Club
P.S. What if a fire engine doesn 't wire ahead ; the dorms will burn
down .

We Wallow
To the Editor:
Your full coverage of the story of the Earl Butz slur as repeated in
the Glassboro magazine together with your editorial on the subject is
most depressing. There is in my mind no question of the Rolling
Stone right, the Glassboro right, or your right, to print such venom .
But the verbatim repetition of the slur (twice) in one issue of the
Independent seems to me most insensitive.
You hold that " the Black Community of Glassboro" along with
others has been mistaken in criticizing the Venue for its cartoon
which it printed with the verbatim slur. I am not a member of the
black community but I think the twice-repeated slur in your columns
reveals a not altogether wholesome appetite on your part to wallow
in obscenity. Too often the reporting of news has been made the excuse to print the salacious and the obscene while attributing their use
to others. Pornography itself may be relatively harmless and may bring even some satisfaction to adolescent minds. But when the
language deliberately points at degrading ,human beings , it is
nauseating.
The least happy chapter in American history is the white treatment
of blacks. Can we not appeal to your generation to try to improve on
that record?
Donald R. Raichle

lsn"t Anyone Interested
To the Editor,
.
Help! If you are a concerned art student r_ead this. If you do, then
why aren 't you concerned with f.A .S.A . or the Fine Arts Student Association . F.A.S.A. is looking for your support, so why not cometo,the
meeting and other functions . F.A .S.A. works to improve the art curriculum, art studios and relations between faculty and students . It
also organizes art exhibits, life drawing classes, gallery shows and lectures. V am a working member of F.A.S.A . who is bewildered about
the lack of interest and participation in F.A .S.A. F.A.S.A . is now
organizing a program whereby a person may donate _o r loan a piece
of his art work to hang permanently or temporarily somewhere
among the walls o_f Kean College . If any one is interested in this, co_m e
to a meeting to find out more details. If you have any complaints
about the art department don't complain to F.A.S.A. If you were a
member you could have put your two cents worth in. This is your opportunity to get involved with F.A .S.A .
Signed ,
Susan Bennett
A Member of F.A.S.A . and
Personnel Relations Committee
and Publicity Committee

Thanks Again Steve
Dear Editor,
For three years I have been a member of Student Organization . In
those three year~ I have had the pleasure of working with a man
whom I've learned to like and respect greatly. This man is Steve Piccolo. Steve was one of the factors, builders, in making Student
Organization one of the finest . Student Governments ir. the United
States today . I write this letter to say " Thanks Steve" for all you've
taught me and for all you 've done for Student Organization and
myself . May I also say good luck to you , Steve , and I hope the
memories you have are as fine as t he ones I'm sure St udent
Organization has.
Jack Sievers

by Chris Jarocha
My high school drama teacher
frequently chose a courtroom
drama for our annual fall
production. He felt that such
plays present the dramatic conflict in a logical, easily understandable form. In short, courtroom
dramas ask little from the
audience's thinking process.
On Trial, by Elmer Rice (nee
Reizenstein) , was first produced
in New York in 1914. According
to the Burns Mantle yearbook
for the period 1909-1919, it is
" one of the pivotal dramas of the
American theatre, inasmuch as a
new technique in play building
was afterward based on its adaption of the then new cinematic
flashback scene . . . " I imagine it is
· out of respect to this honor that
Seton Hall University's theater
group chose it as one of this
year's productions. I can see no
other reason why .
The play concerns itself with
the trial of Robert Strickland,
charged with the murder and
robbery of a prominent citizen ,
Gerald Trask. Strickland has
asked to be sentenced to death
and have it done with, but the
Law must work its deliberate
course, for "the State is jealous of
the lives of its citizens ." The trial
begins and we learn, through
flashback, what took place
fifteen minutes before the crime.
Strickland is guilty of killing
Trask, but his motives are unclear. What is more, the robbery
was actually committed
independently of the murder of
Trask' s seer eta ry, Stanley Glover,
but only we, the audience, are
party to this knowledge. The
second act begins, the trial continues, and we are taken to Strickland's home before he left in his
murderous rage. Here we learn
that Mrs. Strickland had spent a
day with Trask while her husband was out of town, but now
her motives are unclear. To the
third act we go. Mrs. Strickland
tells her story. Trask was a cad
who had tricked her into a
bigamous marriage when she
was but a slip of a girl. When,
years later, she married Stric-kland and reencountered the
villainous Trask, he threatened
to tell her husband of her past.
She had spent the day in question p_leading with Trask for mercy. The jury now retires to
deliberate. However, they are
not aware of Glover's treachery
and some are inclined to
disbelieve Mrs. St rickland 's story
because it doesn 't explain the
robbery . They ask that portions
of the testimony be repeated.
G lover is asked to take the stand
again , and it is discovered that h is
testimony contradicts certain

medical facts. Glover confesses
to the robbery and is carried
from the court pleading his innocence in the murder. The jury
is satisfied, Strickland is declared
not guilty, and husband and wife
are reunited. Justice is served
and Virtue is triumphant! Hurrah!
In its time, On Trial was an important play. The flashback
(Continued on page I I)

directed by Professor James
Cullen, is preparing for an active
season. In the months ahead, the
Chorale
will
accept
engagements from local civ ic
and social organizations, and , in
addition , will perform as part of
the Kean College Music
Department's Winter Music Festival. On December Eighth, in
the Eugene Wilkins Theater at
Kean College, the Chorale will
join with the concert chorus in a
program featuring Master
Sacred Choruses and, as a special
treat, a setting of excerpts from
Tschaikovsky 's famed " Nutcracker Suite. "
Early in January, a select group
from the Chorale will once again
tour New Jersey and communities in the surrounding
states of New York , Pennsylvania
and Delaware. Featured with the
Chorale during the coming tour
will be the Kean College Percussion Ensemble, directed by
the famous percussionist, Paul
Pr~~~r a brief mid-year respite,
the Chorale will forge ahead into
the spring term with more performances in and about the
greater metropolitan area .
For more information about
membership (the group is open
to all qualified students) or arranging a performance as a
benefit (an entertaining cultural
offering to the community) , of
for your own interest, contact
Professor Cullen at 527-2655 .

Robert Earl Jones to Speak
Robert Earl Jones, probably
best remembered for his feature
role as " Luther" in The Sting, will
appear at the invitation of the
Co-Curricular Program Board on
November 16th at 2:00 p .m. in
Downs Hall.
His theatrical career actually
began when Langston Hughes
made him his protege and
created DON'T YOU WANT TO
BE FRED which ran for a year in
New York City .
Mr. Jones will read and
dramatize selections from the
great works of Paul Laurence
Dunbar , the humor and
tragedies of James Weldon
Johnson, other Afro-American
writers and Shakespeare.

As an added feature , Mr. Jones
will share his philosophy of
physical fitness. He runs a mile
daily a_
n d feels that if he can do
this at age 72, the world should
hear about it!

Born Again
A BOOK REVIEW
by Arlene Casey
Born Again, by Charles W.
Colson (Chosen Books, 1976,
$8.95 illustrated, 351 pp.), will
move a Watergate cynic's eyes to
tears, in that there is still hope, if
one looks beyond man's fallible
wisdom .
Born Again is about one man 's
conversion to Christ, after a
lifetime of trying to prove
himself "good enough," first in
the Marines, next as the " right "
family in marriage, and finally as
Richard Nixon's indispensable
aide in the White House.
However, after Nixon's landslide
victory in 1972, "Chuck" Colson
wasn't as indispensable as he
thought, as jealousy arose
among Nixon's other aides.
Colson resigned rather than be
laid off, as other loyal aides were
at the new four year term.
Shocked by the blunt announcement that he was no
longer needed in the Oval Office, Colson began re-evaluating his values, leading to his
conversion to Christ.
Watergate · tested Colson 's
decision, as the media investigated the hatchet man's involvement and conversion, playing havoc with Colson 's own life
and that of his family. In jail,

Colson discovered prison life,
and began his new prison ministry as a servant of the Lord among
inmates everywhere.
Born Again gives a different, a
sympathetic look at Watergate
and the men and women involved, particularly the hatchet
man himself, Charles W. Colson.
No one in the book is presented
in a subjective light. They are
handled objectively which is odd
for an autobiography, particularly a religious one. Colson 's approach is quite honest, holding
nothing back from the readers '
curious and perhaps cynical eye.
This isn't just another of the
series of Watergate books , nor is
it too "preachy" in narrative
form for most secular readers,
nor too secular for readers of
religious literature. It is balanced
in content, and the plot is easily
understandable to those who've
followed up on the Watergate
investigation. Born Again has
rightfully been on the best seller
lists for months, and should be
read for the complete, objective
truth of the message given. Born
Again can be found in both
secular and religious bookstores,
includ ing your local library, if
you c--a n get your eager paws on
it!
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The Thrill

A Trial to Sit Through
(Co111in11edfrom /JOKe JO)
technique, as noted above, was
novel and well done, and if one
was alert, each act created suspicions as to whom the title
. referred, as the morals of the
characters were put in effect, on
trial. It was good theater, in its
time.
Today it can be seen that the
play is strictly a melodrama.
Characters are made to over-act
in order for their individual
emotions to be carried across
(even in 1914, _playwrights knew
the value of . -not · asking the
audience to think) . As such, On
Trial, while an important play ·
historically , is a period piece. Its
methods of exposition aren't
sophisticated
enough
for
modern tastes . It must be
presented in the light of the
1910's (gaslight?) to be effective.
What
directorial
whim
or
budget-saving
measure
led
Seton Hall to do it in modern
dress is presently a mystery.
Whateve'r the cause, it produced
a poor effect.
I am inclined to lay whatever
blame there is at the feet of the
director, James McGlone. Too
many of the production's flaws
are attributable to a directorial
decision. Why, for example,
select such a melodramatic play
to begin with? And why such an
antique play for production in
the modern setting of theater-in-the-round? Even given the
above as obstacles that had to be
worked around, why play the
drama in such a straightforward
manner? Since they were working with a melodrama, the cast
must have wanted to have fun
with it, as they did with last
season's The Boss. Yet, On Trial
was played as straight drama ,
which it was not.
There were two especially jarring note~ in the production .
One was the matter of the
scence-changes. They create a
problem
in
theater-in-theround, due to the lack of curtains. To get around this, Seton
Hall has a blue light dimly
· illuminate the stage. However,
since it must be bright enough
for the stage crew to see by, the
audience can see by it also. Thus
. a high-tension scene like Trask's
murder is ruined when the
audience can see the actors
shrug off their robes and
emotions and return to the courtroom. Willing suspension of
disbelief is thereby given a good

workout (A mention here of the
music played during the
changes: supposedly dramatic in
nature, it irresistably took my
thoughts ,away from what little
tension the play had produced,
and reminded me of a cross
between the themes from
Citizen Kane and a game show).
The second jarring note occurred with the introduction of
Mrs. Strickland's father. For the
duration of th!'! play, I had been
asked to believe that my 20-year-old contemporaries were actually 30, 40 or older. There now
occurs a flashback in which Mrs.
Strickland is 17 and unmarried.
How does the director emphasize that she is younger? He
casts an older man, one of the
University's professors, as her
father . Of
course!
How
diabolically simple! No make-up
is needed! An authentically gray-haired man steps onto the stage
and BAM! suspension of
disbelief heads for the exit.
One contributing problem
beyond directorial control was
that of the audience.
Somewhere in that darkened

Bleary Eye
(Continuedfrom pa1:e 7)
11 :30 (7) Sisters (1973) ·
Bizarre thriller about beautiful
twin sisters, one of whom is a
psychopathic
murderess.
Margot Kidder , visually perfect
for the Danielle/ Dominique
role, also does well with it, but
Jennifer Salt is more impressive
as the investigating reporter . The
familiar twins-or-schizophrenic?
gimmick is given a new twist
here, and the story remains
suspenseful to the end. (1 hr. 50
min.)
Wednesday

theater was a trio of giggling
high-school girls (undoubtedly
paramours or relatives of one of
the actors), · who insisted on
stage-whispering to each other
the most obvious points, and
laughing when the actors were
trying very hard (very hard) to be
serious. I must here offer all
concerned my sympathies.
Ah, but every cloud has silver
lining, even a harbinger of
disaster such as this. Nearly lost
in the apathy generated by the
play 's third act were two good
performances. One was the
collective effort of the deliberating jury, the most realistic scene
in the play. The other was that of
the one actor who, mysteriously ,
was allowed · to enjoy his role.
John Tartaglino, as Defense
Council Arbuckle, put the play in
its proper perspective as he led
witness Glover into incriminating himself, using tnat
self-deprecating manner Peter
Falk has made famous. Unfortunately, these two efforts are
exceptions. As a whole, the
producti.on must be handed a
verdict of "Not Proven."

by Star

is Gone

There has never been a wealth
Can't wait for the Eighties. The . of talent such as that the 70's has
Seventies has been the s.o rriest
thoughtfully provided us via the
decade I've ever heard of. It's
60's. For the most part, musicians
been the most unproductive. For
are serious about their music
years, people-who-know have
(note " musicians " and "music". I
been saying that mankind has
am not referring in the least to
reached its peak and can go no
Disco, which couldn't be serious
further. We were simply adin a suit & tie at a wake) and
vancing too damn fast technolproduce some beautifully tight
ogically. This century far surwork. But where is it taking us?
passes any other as far as
We 've had over twenty years of
develop.tnent in that area goes, .,variations to Jazz (Rock and all its
and scientiests have said that
children) , and now Jazz is commankind was exhausting its
ing back. Music never traveled in
collective supply and soon
a circle pattern before. Why
would stagnate.
now? Martin Luther King said it
Say hello to stagnation. That
before The Trammps: " Where
thought definitely applies to
do we go from here? "
music. Whereas in generations
More and more I understand
past something new was always
David Bowie 's Diamond Dogs
coming your way, the Seventies - statement: " This isn't rock and
has been waiting out in the rain
roll , tliis is genocide," but I don't
for a while. Still no bus and it's
know if I fully agree, for Russian
funny. The 50's brought us Rock
Roulette with a full barrel is also
and Roll , and the 60's Rock . Dur- called suicide. And that 's against
ing the 60's everything, and then the law. Genocide isn't. You
some, were capitalized on . can't petition the Lord with
Those who knew what the war- prayer.
ning signs were were counting
Be
re a I,
kids.
them, for they were there in
2:40 (2) Sabrina (1954)
abundance.
Superb Billy Wilder comedy
Rock was the last musical form
about two wealthy brothers who
to more in our direction, and it (Continuedfrom page 7)
become involved with their
seems that 1969 cut that right
chauffeur's daughter. Audrey
panic clubs have put forth a canshort.
There
were more
Hepburn is charming as the tomdidare for President of the
variations to Rock than you
boy-turned-sophisticate,
and
Freshman Class. She is Agnes
could shake a stick at: Folk-Rock,
William Holden is equally good
Perez, from Irvington. Also,
Acid-Rock, Shock-Rock, Ragaas her childhood love, a muchthere is a bilingual student on the
Rock, Country-Rock, Jazz-Rock,
married playboy. Humphrey
Student Organization Election
Theatre-Rock, Rock-Rock ... the
Bogart
plays
his
businessCommittee. Her name is Ofelia
list is virtually endless. Every artist
minded older brother - an unOviedo.
that was to do anything major, as
familiar role, and one of his last
PROPAGANDA
far as shaping rock history, was
- and he handles it with amazThere is a necessity to organize
present during the Sixties and acing deftness. If you don't mind
mutually, to help each other to
tive one way or another. The
· staying up until 5:00 A.M. you
overcome legal, social and
Seventies has only offered
should definitely watch this one!
cultural problems in ou-r EnglishGerald Ford, and we took him for
(2 hrs. 15 min.)
-speaking society.
lack of anything interesting to
On Tuesday, November 9,
do.
there will be primary elections
So Rock, the religion of the
for the presidency of the
masses, has come to a screeching
Freshmen Class. No. 6, Agnes
halt. We are on the downhill side
Perez is the candidate endorsed
of the decade and our saviour is
by -The Bilingual Voice. The
not even a gleam in the holy
general elections will be held on
sphere· traditionally seen as a spirit's eye.
November 11. There will also be
male domain. She seeks to
This is not to say that there are
a get together of Hispanic
correct and/or alleviate the no reasons to be pleased with
students on the night of
mytfis ' which surround the Rock and its offspring, for they
November 9.
concept of the female police of- are doing exceptionally well at
We urge you to vote for Agnes
ficer, and plans to discuss their chosen tasks. The Seventies
·Perez. Our individual problems
strategies she and her peers em- has seen Earth, Wind & Fire,
are the problems of the comploy to countervail the prejudice Stevie Wonder, The Tubes, and
munity. Remember that when
against women in police work.
Parliament-Funkadelic rise to ' you go to the polls.
Ms. Connelly holds a bachelor heights w·ell-deserved, but none
of arts degree from Jersey City of them are doing anything
State College and her completed remarkably different to start
. (Continuedfrom pa!{e 10)
training seminars with the their trend. And besides, one
prologue, the " If I Loved You "
procecutor' s offices in Mid- way or another, they were doin'
sequence, Carrie and Jigger's
dlesex and Union Counties. She
it in the 60's, too. The 70's also
comedy are all moments the
has been trained in sex crime
gave us Disco, but essentially I'm
audience will not readily forget.
investigations and analysis at the
talking
about
productive
The comedy is placed
N.J. State Police Academy at Sea
developments, not the contrary.
Girt. She ls an active member of
The only tren'd Disco started was · ,strategically~~eJW"~~n tl)17 :more
tend~r a,ni:j }!Mfrl~tj<i,J.>~ps,RJ. the
the PBA .,Pf'ere at Kean she is her . more Drsco. This is ' like Russian
-:;bPWn, •;~bi~ ~s_.A np~<tl.tr.'Au~ic,~I
··• departme'nts' , representative to ,:,_Roulette w]~h 'a full' -barrel. ··Al.I
I
the Police , ·community and ' right,' you've· ddne 1it <>nee, how 1 con;iepy._,,; , ,iW,s, 1 ~[; 'jr\m;~r,i.
works clos-ely with the Rape Surwhere's the thrill? I shudder to ,P.r~fer to~\l ,it,a 1 'i1;lUJWdl,B\ay."
viva I Center.
even think· that Disco has some
Jason Teran's professional
The WOMEN TALK audience
remote relation to music. Maybe
credits include Working in the
will be interested in her exit doesn't and someone was kidNew York Grand Opera in ''The
periences and- perceptions.
ding. Anyway ...
Land of the Smiles," under Frazz
Laher,. arid "The Light Opera of
Manhattan," b y Gilbert and
Sullivan. He performed for three
years at the Metropolitan Opera
becoming a
House :
'
· ·

a

Bilingual

WOM·EN ~t~LK on
Law Enforcement
Officer Karen T. Connelly of
Kean's
Campus
Police
Department will serve as guest
speaker at the November 17
presentation of WOMEN TALK,
the women's discussion series
offered each Wednesday at
noon at Downs Hall.
Ms. Connelly will discuss
Women and Law Enforcement,
and relate some of her personal
experiences in this employment

." FRESHMEN .STUDENT '
COUNCIL
APPLICATIONS
FOR
FRESHMEN STUDENT COUNCIL WILL BE AVAILABLE IN
STUDENT ORG. OFFICES ON
NOVEMBER 10, 11, and 12

"Carousel"

One yood 7vtan

Christian Brother
· THIS YEAR
CAN HELP MANY PEOPLE
IN
FUTURE YEARS
(T HE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS ARE A G,ROUP OF
CATHOLIC RELIGIOUS BROTHERS WHO SPECIALIZE
IN DIFFERENT FORMS OF EDUCATION)

For More Details, Write:
VOCATION DIRECTOR FSC
330 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
NEW YORK, N.Y. I 0025

Dr. Teran calls the director 's
job " ... art work. It must be at a
high level of taste. You can stage
something, but then you must
look back at it and ask yourself,
'Does it work? Will the audience
understand? Will they accept
what they see? ' " After an arduous rehearsal lastweek, director Teran told his cast and crew:
"Yes, it will work. We have a very
beautiful show!"
Tickets for Carousel are
available now in the TPA box-office. The show runs on
November 12, 13, 18, 19 and 20 . It
is choreographed by Karen
Hold, and musical direction by
William Feldman.

-
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Spring 1977
Advance Registration
Thursday. Nov. 11th
College Free Hour
3:15 Browsing Rm

All Night Film Festival

All are invited
to a
Memorial Service

for

VIRGINIA
DUERKES

The Arts Dialogue and
The Townsend Lecture
Committee present:

Phillip Warner
"Surface Design
as an
Art Form"
Batik and
Silkscreening
on F:abric
Thurs., Nov. 11
3 :05-4 :30 p.m .
VE-112

7:30 P.M.
Friday
November 19
Place: Downs Hall

to

6:30 A.M.
Saturday
November 20
Admission: $1.00

7:30 - "Smile"
Cartoons
9:45 - "Death Race 2000"
Cartoons
11:15- "Killer Elite"
Cartoons
1 :45 - "Whiffs"
Cartoons
3:20 - "Phantom of the Paradise"
5 :00 - "Pink Flamingos"

Catholic Campus M inistry invites
YOU to CELEBRATE with us!!!
Sunday Mass
6 P.M . - Downs Hall
Coffee - Tea - Cookies - sharing
after Mass
BIBLE STUDY and
VALUES DISCUSSION
Tuesdays. ·1 :40 p.m . - J-132
Drop in anytime
Campus
Min is try
Office
(Bookstore Bldg) - Sister Mary
Alice (phone 527 -2 294) Father
Richard (phone 355-6660).

Are You Hungry?
more than 460 million people in
our world are
PERMANENTLY HUNGRY
Want to know more?
Come - Tuesday
November 16
to Downs Hall any time between
9 a.m .-4 p.m .
HUNGER
AWARENESS DAY
Films. pamphlets, speakers from
Bread for the World
Global Education Associates
ECHO
will be available all day
That day why not FAST for
WORLD HUNGER
Sponsored
by : Cooperating
Campus Ministries and Kean
Health
&
Recreation
Department

. ...·... . .-. ....
'.

Public Administration
Club Announcement
The Public Administration
Club will present, on Tuesday, November 16th, a
workshop on "Careers with
the Federal Government." ·
Speakers from both the
competitive and non competitive departments of
the Federal Service w ill be on
hand to answer questions the
workshop begins at 1 :40 p.m .
in Hutchinson Hall, Room J 137.

"For Colo·red Girls
Who Have
Considered Suicide "
and "When The
Rainbow Is Enuf"
The Co -Curricular Program
Board is pleased to announce
a second theatre trip to the
Broadway hits " For Colored
Girls Who Have Considered
Suicide " and " When The
Rainbow Is Enuf" on Sunday,
December 5, 1976. The bus
will depart at 1 :45 p.m . from
the TPA. The $5 .25 tickets
will be on sale November
15th for students , and
November 17th for all others ,
Monday through Friday, from
12 noon until 2 p.m . in the Office of Student Affairs
(College Center Building ,
Room 143).

''Laserium ·'
The
Co-Curricular
Program Board and The
Omega Club are co-sponsoring a bus trip to the
"Laserium" show at the
Hayden Planetarium on
Sunday, November 14,
1976. The bus will leave
campus ·at 5:00 p.m . from
the TPA. The $2.75 tickets
are on sale Monday - Friday from 12 noon until 2
p.m . in the Office of
Student Affairs (College
Center Building, Room
143.)

Advance Registration for all
MATRICULATED
students
will begin November 16,
1976 . All registration
materials will be due in the
Registrar's Office by noon on
Wednesday, November 24,
1976. Please watch for further information.

Kean College's

Top Five At
WNSC Free Flow 59AM
Last Week
1. Songs in the Key of Life Stevie Wonder
2. Spirit - Earth, Wind & Fire
3. Ain 't That a Bitch - Johnny
Guitar Watson
4. Songs for Evolution - Anglo
Saxon Brown
5. Look Out for Number One Brothers Johnson

Co-Curricular Board
& Theatre Series
present

Alpha-Omega Players
in

"Hackberry Cavalier"
Tuesday, November 23 , 1 976
Downs Hall
12:30 p.m .
Admission 49¢
Bring your own brown bag lunch!!
or
Buy your own lunch in Downs Hall!!

DO YOU FEEL TENSE AND ANXIOUS
IN TEST SITUATIONS?
DO TESTS WORRY YOU?
DO YOUR GRADES SUFFER BECAUSE OF
THIS? IF TESTING SITUATIONS DO BOTHER
YOU. THE COUNSELING CENTER OF KEAN
COLLEGE HAS A PROGRAM WHICH CAN
HELP YOU OVERCOME THESE FEELINGS
AND CONCERNS. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
FINDING OUT ABOUT THE TEST ANXIETY
PROGRAM,
PLEASE
CONTACT THE
COUNSELING
CENTER,
STUDENT ACTIVITIES/BOOKSTORE BUILDING - ROOM
SA 126. EXTENSIONS: 2082, 2083, 2084.

The Craft Store
desperately needs
crafts to be sold. If you
wish to sell any of
your hand-crafted
items, bring them into
the Craft Store,
located in the Student
Center behind Sloan
Lounge. If no one is
there someone in the
CCB office will help
you. We will be happy
to sell any of your
work.

Open Meeting Of
The Yearbook Staff
All Are Invited
no experience necessary
Faculty - Students
Please attend Tues., Nov.

16
College Free Hour CC-120
Please Attend
Tuesday, Nov. 16
College Free Hour CC-120

Attention
Seniors
There will be a senior
class meeting on Tuesday,
November 1 6, 1 976 at
1 :40 p.m . in J-143 .
The book drive, the prom
and graduation will be discussed. If you want a say.
. . be there .
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Melissa Manchester
And
Kenny Rankin
Tickets On Sale

Nov. 16 - 1 :45 p.m.
in TPA Box Office
$3.00 Each

TAKE A CH·J\NCE
This year over 2,064 Kean College students filed a Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant application. Sixty-six per
cent of these students were deemed eligible by the
Federal Government needs formula for Grant funds ranging from a minimum of $200 per year to the maximum of
$1 ,400 per year.

THE GRUB STllHT WRITEl_t
A LITERARY MAGAZINE:

is now accepting your works in the following literary and artistic genres.
PROSE
ESSAYS
SHORT STORIES

DRAWINGS
PRINTS
PHOTOS

POEMS
DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 15
·SUBMIT TO: WILLIS 307-C-305
Include self-addressed stamped envelope if you are unable to
p ick up your manuscripts.

Fill out a B.E.O.G . application. There is no application
fee. Applications are available in the Financial A id O ff ice,
2nd floor, Administration Building.
B.E.O .G. applications for this year will be accept ed unt i l
March 15, 1977.
IT'S NOT TOO LA TE. APPLY NOW.

1

..,

Thursday, November 11, 1-97"
,
3 :15- 4:30 p.m .
:_: ~' '" Memorial Se rvice fo r Viq~inia Du erk es
3:05- 4 :20 p.m .
·:. ~
Townse nd l ecture' p rese nt s:
.
.
Phil Wa rn e r . Batik ? Wa te rco lo r ·• ·
·1 .
3:05- 4:20 p .m . ~-- '····_,\ -~ ; ·omega Psi Ph i M eeting
.,· 1f-':"'. Third_World Moveme nt Bla c k So li"~rit v
6:30-11 :00 p.m.
'· ·. · ·. Pr_aye r Meetin g
7:30-10:30 p.m .
Theatre Trip to .. Po rgy & Bess "
6:30 p .m .-End
9: 00 p.m.-End
Friday, November 12, 1976
8 :00 p .m .-End
8:00-11 :00 p .m .

Ca ro use l
C uban Commi ttee get togeth e r

1

lir owsirw, Rm
Vl:112
'Mt g Rm' A
t)Rl ,11 _ .Al um r) i ge. ·
I PA Ma lt
I

I PA
l:l row~ mg Rm

Saturday, November 13, 1976
8:00 p .m .-E nd
Caro use l
Sunday, November
9 :30-1 2 noon
3:00- 6: 00 p .m .
5:00 p .m .-End
6:00- 8 :30 p .m . .
7:00- 1 :00 a.m.
7:30-11 :00 p .m .

IPA

•4i 1976Inte r-Va rsity C hri st ia n Fell ows hi p
Alp ha Ka p pa Alp ha
Tri p to " l ase ri um " at Hayden Pla neteri um
Ma½
.
G_roo ve Ph ( Groove
'·. "(::t B M ov ie: " Ama rcord "

Monday, November 15.; 19_76
9 :00 p .m .- End
. ,. . Jam , Sess
. ion
Tuesday, November '16,•1,97,6 '·
,
8:00- 5 :00 p .m .
'- Campu s Mini st ry " Hun ge r Aware ness Day' '
1 :40- 3:00 p.m .
Town se nd l ectu re M eet in g
·
1 :40- 3 :00 p .m .
Third Wo rld Meetin g
1 :40- 3:00 p .m .
Onfy o n Tu esday
1 :40- 3:00 p .m .
Spa ni sh Cul tura l Socia l Clu b
1 :40- 3:00 p .m .
Je wi sh Orga ni za ti o n
1:40- 3:00p.m .
1.F .S.C.
1 :40- 3 :00 p .m .
C h risti a n Fe llowsh ip
1 :40- 3:00 p .m .
Outin g Cl ub
1 :40- 3:00 p .m.
Sk i Club
1 :40- 3 :00 p. m.
Cam pus Min istry
1 :40- 3:00 p .m.
Internatio na l Stude nts Assoc.
1 :40- 3:00 p.m .
Psycho logy Club
1 :30- 3 :00 p .m.
CC PB Prese nts: Robert Ear l )o nes
3: 00- 4 :20 p .m.
Jazz Da nce
7:40-10:00 p .m.
Sigma Beta Tau
7:40-10:00 p .m.
Nu Theta Chi
7:40-10:00 p .m.
Beta Delta Chi
7:40-10:00 p .m .
Omega Sigma Psi
7: 40-10 :00 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi
7:40-10 :00 p.m .
·Lambda C hi Rho
7:40-10:00 p.m.
Nu Sigma Tau
7:40-10:00 p.m .
Rho Theta Tau
7: 40-10 :00 p.m .
Sigma Beta Chi
7:40-10 :00 p .m.
Kappa Phi
7: 40-10 :00 p .m.
Nu Sigma Phi
8:00-10:00 p .m.
Sigma Kappa Phi

Uo uga ll Hall
Mtg Rm A
I PA Ma ll Alumni lg e
IV lge
UR Ill ,

r.r<?TI( tge, '

'

.

Uowm HaJI
CC112
''
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New -S pring Offerings - 1977
As of this date severa l new courses have been approved by the school curriculum committees and
authoritzed by the Deans for initial offering for the spring 1977 semester. Descriptions of these new courses
have not yet been published in the College catalog, and so we have listed them for the guidance of interested
students.

Saints, Sinners, and Fools
English 3735
A thematic study of the Grail legend, the Faust legend, and the
Rogue hero, in terms of origins, symbols, and motifs.
3 credits - No prerequisites

Communities and Communes
Philosophy 2304
Devising community philosophies and planning alternative community life st yles: work , play, leisure, technology, sex, male and
female roles, decision making, religion, education, family, social class,
property, and rights .
3 credits Prerequisites are completion of a 1000-level in
Philosophy or permission of instructor.

The Holocaust Literature in Translation
Foreign Language 3325
Reading, interpretation and analysis of Holocaust literature. Emphasi s will be on such writing's as Agnon , Greenberg, Ri ngelblum,
Kaplan , Hube rbant, Lazar, and Wiesel. The course will also include
readings based on memoirs , testimonies and diaries of victims as well
as survivors of the -holocaust.
3 credits - No prerequisites

Psychology of Women
Psychology 3340
An exploration of the theories and research on the physiological
and psychological factors affecting contemporary women .
3 creidts - Prerequisite is completion of Psychology 1000 (General
Psychology).
·

Health Perspectives for Women
Health Education 3160
An examination of the unique psychological , sociological, physical,
and sexual aspects of feminine health. Attention will be directed
toward the development ·of consumer awareness necessary for
interaction with the health care system .
3 credits - Prerequisites are Health Education 1100 or 1400 and permission of instructor.

Speech Theatre Media 3952
The theory, methodology and practice of w r iting plays for children ' s
theatre productions. Scenes from pla ys will be staged in class .
3 credits - Prerequisite is completion of any course in written composition .

Twer.tieth Century France:
Imperial Glory to Identity Crisis
History 4242
Twentieth century France traced from the aftermath of the Dreyfus
Affair to the present. The struggles of a declining European " great
power" to preserve its historical role, cultural " mission ", and national
identity amidst the catastrophic transformations of the twentieth century, the decline of Imperial Europe, and the restructuring of the world
into ideological spheres controlled by superpowers .
3 credits.:.... Prerequisites are completion of 6 credits of previous
study in Histort

Organizational Communication
Speech Theatre Media 3990
Examination of communication behavior in an organi zational structure. Implementation of communication principles through in-class
presentations.
3 credits - Prerequisite is completion of Speech Theatre Media 1900
(Speech).

Creating Plays for Children's Theatre

..,

Spring 1977 Advance Registration
Spring 1977 Advance Registration materials will be distributed as follows:
TOWNSEND HALL LOBBY
November 16, 17, 18, 19, 22 & 23 - 12:30-7:00 P.M.

FREE SPEED READING ' COURSE
The Reading-Study Skills Center is pleased to announce a FREE 5 session speed readi ng
course on Tuesdays from 12:15-2:00 p.m ., Oct. 26 thru November 23r 1976. The course will
be taught by Mrs. Janet Steig of the Department of Communication Sciences. Registration
is now being accepted on a first come, first served basis. Interested students should sign
up at the Center, R0om 202A Hutchinson Hall or by calling 527-2072.

HUTCHINSON HALL - J-106

November 20, Saturday - 9:00-11 :00 A.M ."
All materials must be received in the Registrar 's Office by
12:00 Noon on November 24, 1 976
ALL MATRICULATED STUDENTS should receive their Spring 1977 Advance Registration permits by November 15,
1976. If you are a matricuated student and do not receive your
permit by that date, contact the appropriate office as indicated
below:
Undergraduate - Registrar 's Office - Administration Building
Graduate - Graduate Office - Townsend Hall 107
Certification - Certification Office - Administration Building
Students are urged to contact major departmental advisors
or the Office of Academic and Career Planning and Placement
course !advisement before submitting Advance Registration
materials.
-

Winners

of the Freshman Primary
·Election·
Vice-President

President

Diane Kubichek
Kelly Tanks
Karen VanAmstel

Thomas Greene
Dan Lemberg
Agnes Perez ·

Recording Secretary

Treasurer

Order Your
Class Rings
Representative Will
Be In Student Center
Nov. 17
Nov. 18

Valerie Allen
Lawanda Kirby
Maria Rios

Karen Battaglia
Connie Efthemios
Judie Kwiatkowski
Corresponding Secretary

10 a.m.-3 p.m .
10 a.m .- 2 p.m .

Darlene R. Hairston

5 p.m. - 8 p.m .

Regular elections will be held today from 9:00 a.m . - 4:00 p.m. in the Student Center.

ALSO
Nov. 17
IN WILLIS HALL

TERM PAPERS TYPED
MANUSCRIPT TYPING
W ill call for and deliver work. Accurate, prompt and
courteous typing service right at your door .
Reasonable rates .

Regular Elections
will b held today

from 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.rn.
in the Student Center
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Trenton State Defense Seals Squires' Fate, 10-10
b y Art Handel
By all rights, Squires' running
back Joe Troise should have
beer the star of the game, but
the spotlight fell on the Trenton
State defensive line last Saturday
at Dean Field as the two teams
fought to a 10-10 deadlock.
Costly errors prevented the
Squires from notch ing their si xth
victory and took the lustre off the
record-shattering performance
of Troise, who broke the Squire
season and career rushing
record of Ron Brown.
The Trenton State defensive
front-four decided this game by
stopping Squire running back
Frank Piromalli from gaining a
first down on a t hird-and-five
situation .
The Squires' costlie st m istake
occurred in the next play after
they were forced to punt. Third
year punter Gene Morganthaler
attempted to kick but was gangtackled on his own 34-yard line.
Nate Woodard , a fleet , 5-8 165
pound Trenton State running
back darted past two Squire

linebackers to the 24-yard line.
From there place-kicker Bob
Cole booted a game-tying f ield
goal with 40 seconds remaining
in the game.
The Squires also committed a
costly mistake just before the
first half concluded.
Squire quarterback Bob
Douglas, starting from his own
22-yard line, marched his team
down to the Trenton State 11 in a
crisp drive which featured a 20
yard burst by running back Frank
Piromalli as the key play .
Kean received nothing from
the drive, as safety Emil-Enstrom
made a desperate interception in
the right corner of the Squires'
end zone .
The outcome o f this game
appeared to hinge on the ability
of the Squires' strong quartet of
linebackers to deal with Trenton
running back Nate Woodard,
who had 810 yards and 10
touchdowns coming into this
game.
Woodard scored one
touchdown during this game,

but his dangerous open field
running ability was generally
negated throughout the day .
Joe Troise , Kean ' s AllConference back, gained 50
yards in this game, and smashed
the season and career rushing
totals of Ron Brown .
Troise also helped the Squires
gain a 7-7 tie with a 7-yard
touchdown run early in the
fourth quarter.
The Squires , now 5-3-1 , next
will host Kutztown State in the
season 's final game.
Kean Quips: Troise now has
610 yards and a career yardage
total of 1,629, smashing Ron
Brown 's season and career
records of 593 and 1,582 . . .Next
week ' s home game with
Kutztown State concludes the
season .
keiln
Tre nton State

I Woodard
k Troise
K FG

I

FG

w ... ·
..:...:------

.
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Manfre and Debbie Granrath
contributed to the success of the
team with many strong performances.
The
newcomers
added depth and helped the
team throughout the season.
The team will be losing six
graduating seniors, however.
Pam Petill, Lorraine Conte, and
Barbara Conrad will be returning
to lead the girls in the '77 season .
The tennis team would like to
take this opportunity to
publically thank Coack DeMaria
for her leadership, guidance and
confidence tliat she displayed

Uitermiln
Cole

0

·~

44
41

A Rutgers centerman fans on the
puck from close range. The Kean

icemen were defeated in their
season opener, 6-3.

Intramural & Club News
Swim Meet

Turkey Trot

There will be an intramural
swim meet for all students of
Kean College on Monday,
November 15. It will begin at
6:30. All are invited to participate. No experience is
needed. Just come and have f un.

Tomorrow is the last day for
registering for the Eighth Annual
Turkey Trot, which will be run
during halftime of this week 's
football game against Kutztown.
There is a men's and women 's
division, with Thanksgiving type
prizes being awarded to the first
four finishers in each division.

Flag Football
Results of games played Sunday, November 7: Chi 48, Phi, O;
T-F 's 18, Tau 6; Ghetto 26, Pi 6.
Games scheduled for Sunday,
November 14 : 10 a.m . Ghetto vs.
Tau; noon Chi vs . Pi; 2 p.m . Busche vs . Phi .

Volleyball
Games
f or
Monday ,
November 15 : 6:15 p.m. Tau vs.
Delta
Sig ;
7 : 00
p.m.
Independents vs . Alpha Theta;
7: 45 p.m. N.N .A.K . vs . Sig Kap;
8:30 p .m. Beta vs . Rho Theta .

throughout the entire season.
Coach DeMaria is held in great
esteem and affection by her
players .

Dance Theatre
Dance Theatre is now meeting
on Tuesdays from 1 :30 to 3 p.m .,
and from 4:30 to 6 p.m. in D-107,
the Dance Studio. Miss Diane
Krevsky is in charge of this club
which offers all kinds of dance
experiences .

Ice Skating
Ice skating at Warinanco Park
has four more meetings this
term . They are November 16 and
30; and December 7 and 14. Skating is free from 1 to 3 p.m . on
these Tuesdays.
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The defense kept the Squires
in the game.
" The defense played well for
three quarters of the game. There
was a stretch when they scored 3
goals in two minutes. Bob Defino
played a good game overall , as
did Vince Nardiello," quoted
Ochrimenko.
Saturday, against Kutztown
State, the offense still sputtered.
The only goal for the Squires was
scored by Andy Karlman .

for Vince Nardiello stating that
he has been one of the most'consistent ballplayers of the past few
weeks.
Coach Ochrimenko had this to
say about Kutztown.
" They were a very physical
team , their defense was tough,
and they also ran quite well. "
Kean ends the season with an
8-7 mark. Due to their involvement in the playoffs the
Drew game has been cancelled .

Skaters' Season Opener
Spoiled by Rutgers, 6-3
by Steve Mucha
The Kean Hockey team experienced a rude reception to
the new season . In their opener,
the Squires were set back by
Rutgers (Cook) by the score of 63.

The Squires wished it had
ended right there. The only
positive thing about the third
period was the final buzzer. The
Kean hockey team experienced

Ph oto b y Steve Scheiner

" We penetrated well, but we
couldn ' t get the good shots ,"
apoligized Ochrimenko.
Again the defense was strong.
" We couldn 't contain their
wings. But overall Steve Nahorniak played a good game, as did
goalie Hans Maslo," praised
Ochrimenko . Both Nahorniak
and Maslo played in their last
game Saturday.
The coach also had high praise

3=10

Kean held a 2-1 lead after the
first period on goals by John
Montana from Mike Griffin and
Mike Pizzulli from John Lang.
But in the second period Rutgers
(Cook) drew even by outscoring
the Squires 2-1 . The lone Squire
goal was scored by Bob Boylan. It
came just seven seconds after
Rutgers (Cook) had taken a 3-2
lead. So it was all even going into
the third period .

'

by Dave Schwenzer
Kean's soccer team ended
their season on a sour note last
week by losing their last two
games of the fall season .
Thursday night at .Rider
College the offense could not
get going.
" We had our chances to score
but we couldn 't capitalize,"
stated a dejected Coach
Ochrimenko.

0 0 0 10=10
0 7
1 run (Cole Kick )
7 run (Lll~erm•n Kick )

Women's Tennis Team
Nets Respectable .500 Season
The tennis team, under the
first year coaching of Carol
DeMaria , finished with a respectable 6-6 season . After a slow
start, the team displayed their
real talents as they won five
straight matches. The highlights
of the season included victories
over Glassboro, and New York
Universities.
First singles, Betty Petroski , led
the team with an impressive 7-5
record , Jill Carson, standout
freshman, also finished the
season with an outstanding
record . Co-captains
Donna

Rooters' Late Season
Losses ~isappoint
Coach Ochrimenko

All women interested in
inter-collegiate fencing contact Pat Hannisch in D-126 or
call 527-2435.

Talent, Teamwork
Spark
Women's Hockey
The women 's field hockey
team wrapped up their season
last week with a tough loss to
Princeton 3-0. The girls final
record is an admirable 6-5-2. The
season was an especially satisfying one as it was the first time
Kean has won the All-College
Tournament and placed 8 girls
on the All-College Team. Along
with
these
outstanding
achievements as a team , several
of the girls have made individual
marks. Goalie Diane Braver was
selected to be on the New Atlantic Association second team
which will be playing in the
national tournament in Wa yne,
Pa . over Thanksgiving weekend.
Teams from all over the country
will be competing that weekend
and New Atlantic is seeded No. 2.
Selected for the New Atlantic
Squad team were halfbacks
Donna Woods, Debra Ross, and
fullback Tara Lechleiter.

too, many defensive lapses iri this
period to expect to win this one.
It was quite evident as Rutgers
(Cook) scored three unassisted
goals on give away passes in the
Squires' end.
On Wednesday n ight, the
Squires traveled up to Morristown to play County College
of Morris (CCM). Kean College
played a complete reversal of its
previous game by playing tight
positional hockey before finally
falling to powerhouse CCM by
the score of 4-3.
The Squires struck first on a
goal by John Lang from Rich
Manders. But CCM countered
with two quick goals midway
through the first period .
In the second period Kean fell
two goals behind but the same
two again brought the Squires
back to striking distance when

this time Rich Manders scored
on a pass from John Lang. By the
time the second period had
ended, the Squires found
themselves down two goals
again , 4-2, despite killing off a
five-minute penalty without
allowing CCM a shot on goal.
Kean made it close again in the
third period on a goal by Mike
Pizzulli from Tom Mullen and
Bob Boylan. Unfortunately for
the Squires they frantically tried
for the equalizer but time finally
ran out on them.
A scheduled game on Sunday
night against Maritime was
cancelled because the league
had inadvertenly scheduled two
games at the same time at the
same place.
This weeks schedule sees the
Squires hosting Glassboro State
at Warinanco on Wednesday
night at 11 p .m .

Bench Strength Key
In Women's Basketball ul
by Art Handel
Women's basketball coach Pat
Hannisch welcomed back nine
letterwomen from last year's 10women team when practi ce
began last week . But it is the
freshmen and junior college
transfers who may matter most
for the 1976-1977 season .
Hannisch believes these
newcomers w ill improve this
year's squad .
" Last year , particularl y in a
dose game, I used the back-up
players sparingly , because our
team only had ten players ," the
coach asserted , " This year the
team will be improved, because
the bench strength is there."
From a pre-sea son standpoin t ,
it looks like Hannisch has p ersonnel like Kuwait has oil.
The bench strength at th e
position of guard boasts thr ee
well-schooled , accurate and
qui ck shootin g pla yers: 5-4
junior Rosy Lapollo, 5-7 Kath y
Shay, and 5-4 freshman Jan ice
Rush .
Th is team will also be stronger
in the front-court with the ad-

,ffl

dition of an impressive 5-9
freshman , Jane Koza , who
blends a solid combination of
speed plus potent scoring ability,
a 5-8 freshman Elaine Carroll ,
whom Hannisch believes will
develop her promising scoring
production as she gains experience during the season .
When Hannisch needs a few
qu ick points and some rugged ---.__
pla y under the boards during a
close game, she calls on 5-7
forward Tricia O ' Connell. This
sturdy rebounding wh iz uses her
inten sit y
and
enthu siasm
whether the coa ch dem ands
t hree m inutes fr om her or an entire quarter o f play.
" W e' ll be at a b etter advant age
thi s year w ith our be nch
strengt h," states Hannisch. " Thi s
also · m ean s th at t here w ill be
mo re compet it ion for starti ng
posit ion s o n t h is tea m."
Coa ch Hanni sch will also fi nd
it di ff icult to use all t hese
ta lented players throu gho ut a
gam e.
All coach es should h ave such
problems.

.
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Student Slaves Sell Services for Charity
by Robert Kern
·

l'h o to b y M a~d a Ga /is-Mene nedez

,Buz Whelan auctions off services of slaves.
The Reading and Study
Skills Ce11ter is open to the
entire college population free
of charge. Individualized
programs in reading skills,
study skills, listening skills andlanguage development are
offered as well as group
instruction in test taking,
vocabulary, and research.
An initial screening test
provides the information
necessary for
program
development. The student
and
staff
member
cooperatively design instruction that is tailored lo the individuals needs and as closely
allied lo course work as is
feasible.
We at the Center sincerely
desire lo provide efficient and
effective service lo anyone
who really desires lo improve
his reading skills. Our -·
location is Hutchinson Hall
202A, we are open the hours
8-4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday.
Please slop in and see us!

$385.4 Million Recommended

Higher Education Budf?eted
The Board of Higher Education recently
recommended to the Governor a budget for FY1977-78
of $385.4 million in state appropriations for New Jersey
higher education institutions and programs . Thi s
represents an increase of $54 million or 16 per cent over
the current year 's net adjusted appropriation .

at the state colleges; and additional faculty and academic
support to permit Rutgers, the
State University and Montclair
State Colleges to continue their
development as Fine and Performing Arts Centers .

A memorandum from the
Board Budget Committee, composed of Prospero DeBona , Esq .,
and Mr. Sydney Stevens noted
that
institutions of higher
education have been absorbing
the effects of inflation and other
mandated cost incrP:1ses for
three consecutive ye, , , resulting in serious erosion in higher
education's current resource
base. The Committee cited their
specific concerns about the distortions which have resulted across the various sectors of the
higher education system. They
noted also a decreasing level of

• An increased level of funding
for the purchase of library books,
educational equipment , and
computer services . Also
recommended is a systemwide
fund to support highest priority
physical plant repairs.

Recruiters Return to
Campus Once Again
by Anthony Dlugosz
Last month a resolution allowing military recruiters to function
on campus was approved by
members of the Student
Organization. The proposal by
the j unior class president Gary
Lambertsen, permits representatives from the Army, Marine
Corp. and other military branches to dispense pamphlets and

Chancellor
Vacancy Opens
Ralph Dungan , Chancellor of
Higher Education , as announced
last April in the Independent,
will not seek reappointment to a
thi rd term . When Dungan steps
down, someone wi II have to take
his place, effective July 1, 1977.
A Search Committee of the Executive Bo ard of Higher
Education is now accepting applications and nominations for
that position. Deadline is set for
December 15, 1976. Th is was
publically announced in the
Sunday edition of The New York
Times and in the Higher
Education Chronicle.
Acting in an advisory capacity
to the Search Committee while a
review of all applicants is made,
will be a panel of students,
faculty and administrators. Applications or nominat ions should
be sent to Dr. Stephen J. Wright,
Executive Director , Search Comm i ttee , Board of Higher
Education , P.O.
Box 1058,
Newark, New Jersey 07101 . For
further information call the
Chancellor's office (609-2924310) .

" If you are adventurous, free
spirited arid not afraid of the
unk nown," started the flyer ,
"Come take part in t b.e class of
'78's Slave Auction."
On Wednesday, November 3
the Snack Bar, through the ef~
forts of many volunteers, ca me
alive with the hustle and bustle
of a Persian marketplace. Services fro m cleaning apartments
to cooking meals, from massages
to portrait painting were auction·ed off to a small but enthusiastic crowd . A gi,rl could
have her legs shaved and massaged and one particularly brave
female volunteered for "You
name it, I can do it. "
No information has been
made available as to whether
someone named it or if she did it.
Gary Lambertson , President of
the class of '78, came up with the
concept as a fund raising
measure. All monies made are

provide
information
to
interested students.
The primary reason for the
resolution enactment, explained
Lambertsen, is that students are
currently faced with stiff
competition in the job market.
Military programs such as these
can supply alternate sources of
employment.
Lambertsen added that there is
a valid need for these programs
on campus and that some
students would " feel cheated" if
access to such opportunities
were denied them.
According to Lambertsen during the sixties military groups
were permitted to operate
soliciting activities on campus,
but because of the growing unpopularity of the Vietnam War
these activities were suspended .
Information
concerni ng
programs as Offi cer's Candidate
School , ROTC and PLC (a
program offered by the Marine
Corp.) will be available in the
student center.

expenditures for educational
equipment, library books and
physical plant repairs . The Committee's memorandum to the
Board emphasized that " an increase in state support is essential to prevent further erosion of
available resources and the concomitant negative impact on the
quality of programs and services."
Major budget recommendations for FY 1978 include the
following:
• Enrollments at the ten public
senior institutions are maintained at currently budgeted
levels.
• An increase of $9.3 million in
state aid operating support to
community colleges recognizing
their
significant
enrollment
growth which was not fully
funded in either FY 1976 or FY
1977.
• Full f unding of actual enrollments under New Jersey's
legislated program of assistance
to independent colleges and
universities.
• Increased funding for se lect
high quality graduate programs

• Continued development of
the College of Medicine and
Dentistry providing for the· full
enrollment of Rutgers Medical
School clinical students and
initial enrollment of students
under the South Jersey Medical
Education Program.
The Board Committee emphasized the limited alternatives
to accommodate higher
education 's financial needs in a
period of stable enrollments ,
contractual wage and other
agreements, and continuing inflation . The Board Budget Committee stated " we believe we
have developed
budget
recommendations which are
both fiscally responsible and
which will enable New Jersey 's
higher education system to fulfill
its basic objectives-at an acceptable level of quality."

40 Credit
(Continued from page I )
point of education is to give a
person a way to better
themselves in a job. "
The trend of the job market is
toward specialization . Boguse
said , " the goals of the college are
to serve itself and the outside
world. " He added, " if it is to ·
serve itself only, then it will go
psssss in ten years. "
Professor
Rick
Glassberg,
Management Science said , " Forcing a student to take a I im it of 40
credits in his major is forcing him
to take a second class position in
the job market."

WO Creates
Controversy
(Continued from page I)
In other business, the committe to choose a replacement
for Business Manager Steve Piccolo, officially name " Pie a new
Pie Committee," is composed of
Buz Whelan, President of
Student Org, Jack Seivers,
Treasurer of Student Org, Joyce
Marinelli , Secretary , Greg
Commes, Assistant Treasurer,
Steve Piccolo, Business Manager,
Lou Caruso , Chairman of
College Center Board , Chris
Cottle, President of Third World,
Pat Ippolito, Acting Dean of
Students, and Al Mallozzi, Vice
President .
According to Greg Commes ,
Assistant Treasurer Student Org,
" we · have received approximately
30
applications
within fo ur da ys ." He added,
" Interview s will probably start
Tuesday (N ovember 9).

Rape Center Qffers Answers
by B.R. Schwartz

Kean College is the site of the Rape Survival Center, a
center dedicated to the prevention of rape and the
treatment of sexual assault victim s of Union County.
This year-and-a-half old
counseling service provides a 24hour, 7-days-a-week telephone
hotline. It is staffed with professional and para-professionals ·
prepared to answer questions assault victims or family or friends

of the victim may have. These
volunteers are trained to deal
with the hospital, police, and
court aspects a victim may encounter when reporting a· rape
and volunteers may accompany
them to these meetings. Referra l
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Retreat Planned
An All-College Retreat is
planned for tomorrow and
Saturday, November 12 and 13.
The retreat will focus on the
problem of an expected enrollment decline in the near
f uture. Recent studies have
predicted a twenty-f ive percent
decline in students of the
traditional college age group.
People attending the retreat will
study the problems and their
potential impact on the college
and to draft a plan of action that
will be presented to the Board of
Trustees .

tentatively planned to be put
toward the cost of a trip open to
all students. The destination of
the trip h~s ~ot been decided
upon at this time .
As each person came before
the mob, Buz Whelan , Preside nt
of Student,,Organization , called
for al! t? loosen their wal,',ets
and dig in for a good ca use.
But, a~cording to so,:ne of the
people in the throng 1t was an
~v~n greater_su,~c~ss. One partIcIpant put It, It s really great
that Kean College students are
willing to be so helpful when
their fellow students reach out."
The auction had to compete
with the pledging for a ti me but
soon some of the pledges were
right there .
Whether a person won or lost
didn 't seem to matter, according
to one person , " Jeez, this is f un."

,

l'ho lo b y Steve Sch ein er

Sandy Flack and Kathy Enerlich are co-directors of the Rape Survival
Center.

se rvices and materials are also
available at the center. These include information about abortion and veneral diseases and
private resources like attorneys,
gy necologists, and psychiatrists .
The rape center's co-directors,
Sa ndra Flack and Kathy Enerlich
encourage interaction between
the college community and the
Survival Ce nter through sessio ns
held in the Front Lounge on suc h
topics as Rape Prevention . Sandy
just returned from the New
Jersey Ed ucation Association 's
conve ntion in Atlantic City
where she spoke to educators on
the topic of rape. Bill S1336
w hich is presently in the New
Jersey Senate states " the
Department
of
Education
develop and establish guidelines
for the teaching o f rape prevention techniques for utilization by
local school districts in the establishment of a rape preven t ion
education program .'·'
Questions and informa ti on
can be obtained at t he center
which is located across from the
Bookstore in the Student Activities bui lding, or by calling
527-2450.

